
1 A 19th century two handled Masonic frog mug 
with transfer printed decoration, 14.5cm high. 
£20-50

2 A 19th Century facet cut liqueur glass, 12.5cm 
high. 
£10-30

3 Three pieces of Royal Crown Derby comprising, 
a shaped rectangular trinket dish the underside 
with painted marks 'XXXII 1128', 9.75cm wide, a 
shaped circular dish 9.5cm diameter, a 
scalloped edge cup and saucer pattern number 
2451 together with a Cauldon china cup and 
saucer with painted marks 2614. 
£30-70

4 A Chinese soapstone seal with carving of a 
Dragon, the underside with two Chinese 
character marks and 'ZOË', in a silk-lined fitted 
box together with a Chinese cloisonné dish and 
cover, decorated with a multi-coloured dragon 
surrounding a flaming pearl, on a black cloud 
formed ground, and turquoise borders, with a 
blue interior, 12cm diameter (2). 
£30-70

5 Webb Corbett - a part suite of glassware to 
include eight wine glasses, twelve assorted 
sherry glasses and eight tumblers, all with 
corresponding wheel-cut zig-zag pattern, some 
marked. 
£50-100

6 A Chinese porcelain famille rose Export Armorial 
octagonal shaped dish, Qing Dynasty, the gilded 
and enamelled armorial within a border of 
scattered foliate sprays, 29cm x 21.5cm. 
£80-120

7 Three assorted Sabino opalescent glass models 
of birds, the largest 5.5cm high. 
£20-50

8 A mid-19th century Meissen style cream jug, 
with hand painted floral details and gilded 
accents, 15cm high. 
£20-50

9 A Wade pottery decanter in the form of a black 
glazed figure wearing a cloak, printed marks, 
21.5cm high. 
£20-40

10 A 20th century Bristol blue glass overlaid bowl 
with wheel-cut decoration to reveal birds in 
flight, 15.5cm diameter x 12.5cm high. 
£40-80

11 A cold painted spelter figure group of two Arabs 
and a camel, the mounted figure holding a rug, 
18cm high 
£10-30

12 Whisky interest - A Royal Doulton character jug 
in the form of a Highlander, specially 
commissioned from Royal Doulton for William 
Grant & sons Ltd, The Glenfiddich Distillery, 
Banffshire, Scotland, designed and modelled by 
J G Jungue, 19cm high (empty). 
£10-30

13 A group of miniature porcelain wares to include 
a Royal Worcester ivory-ground twin-handled 
bottle vase, decorated with scattered foliate 
sprays, 10cm high; a Royal Worcester miniature 
loving cup, 3.5cm high; Royal Worcester mug, 
3.5cm high; together with remaining items (qty). 
£40-80

14 A group of three assorted Japanese wooden 
Kobi mechanical toys, the largest 16.5cm high. 
£80-120

15 A Continental porcelain figure group of an 
elegantly dressed lady & gentleman, seated in 
chairs, with tea service on a tripod table (3). 
£30-70

16 A matched pair of 19th century green glass table 
lustres, with gilded detail and clear glass drops, 
25.5cm high. 
£40-80

17 A 19th century porcelain figure group of a lady 
seated on a rock, 34.5cm high. 
£30-70

18 An Art Deco style bronzed composite figure of 
an otter with red facet cut inlaid glass eyes, 
indistinctly signed, 24cm long x 13cm high. 
£50-100

19 Fishing interest - Two antique green glass 
spherical fishing floats, 13cm high and 12cm 
high. 
£20-50

20 Two Monart pin dishes, one mottled black, green 
and orange, 10cm diameter; the other mottled 
green, purple and blue, 9.5cm diameter; 
together with two Vasart frilled rim dishes, each 
11.5cm diameter. 
£30-70

21 A group of seven Boehm porcelain figure groups 
to include 'Fritillary', 'Red Helleborine', 'Chedder 
Pink', 'Ladies Slipper', 'Spring Gentan', 'Bluebell' 
and 'Diapensia'. 
£20-50
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22 A Strathearn glass bowl mottled orange and 
yellow with band of typical whorls, 24.5cm 
diameter x 11.5cm high. 
£20-50

23 A 19th century English pottery single handled 
frog mug, decorated with vignette 'The Sailors 
Fairwell', 13cm high, together with a 19th 
century Anti-Slavery pottery mug inscribed with 
verse 'Health to the sick, Honour to the brave, 
Success to the lover and Freedom to the slave', 
10.5cm high (2). 
£20-50

24 A pair of yellow tinted and clear glass twin-
handled bottle vases with pinched detail, 13.5cm 
high; together with a circular uranium glass posy 
bowl, 15.5cm diameter and a Sabino opalescent 
glass dish moulded with five birds, 9cm 
diameter. 
£30-70

25 An early 20th century Wedgewood butterfly 
lustre tyg, the underside with painted marks 
'Z4827 / X' 5cm high 
£20-50

26 A 20th Century novelty 'Bonzo' the dog pressed 
glass scent bottle, 7.5cm high. 
£10-30

27 Two pieces of Herend porcelain to include owl 
perching on a branch 13cm high, and elephant 
calf with upturned trunk 9cm high. 
£40-80

28 Lalique, a clear and frosted glass 'Three Nudes' 
decanter and stopper, 20cm high. 
£70-150

29 A pair of late 19th Century Wemyss 'Turkey' 
pattern Scottish pottery candlesticks, with 
impressed mark to base, both 22.5cm high 
£40-80

30 A group of four pieces of Moorcroft pottery to 
include a blue ground jar decorated with 
pomegranates, 19.5cm high, a blue ground vase 
decorated with anemones, 13cm high, a blue 
ground rectangular planter decorated with 
hibiscus, 20cm wide and a small green ground 
heart shaped box and cover decorated with 
hibiscus, 7cm wide. 
£50-100

31 A Moorcroft pottery vase decorated with hibiscus 
on a dark blue ground, 18cm high. 
£30-70

32 A Moorcroft pottery vase decorated with flowers 
and foliage on a blue ground, impressed marks, 
10.5cm high. 
£20-50

33 Verly, France, an Art Deco smoky quartz 
coloured glass circular shaped box and cover, 
the cover moulded with mistletoe, moulded 
marks, 13.5cm diameter x 4cm high. 
£30-70

34 A Royal Crown Derby model of a duck with gold-
coloured button, 11.5cm long. 
£20-50

35 A pair of Moorcroft pottery vases decorated with 
pansies and foliage on a green/ blue ground, 
impressed and green painted marks, 7.5cm 
high. 
£50-100

36 A pair of vintage DG ware white metal mounted 
glass vases, decorated with butterflies on a 
mottled red and black ground, 18cm high. 
£30-70

37 A pair of 19th century French gilt metal mounted 
Toleware ewers, decorated with foliate sprays 
on a green ground, 31cm high. 
£50-100

38 Two late 19th century porcelain hand-painted 
christening mugs, the first with gilded inscription 
'Canon Richmond Savage Born 20th April 1888' 
and decorated with strawberries, the other with 
gilded inscription ' William Douglas Savage Born 
January 8th 1892' and decorated with 
Blackberries, each 8.5cm high. 
£20-50

39 A Palais Royale style casket of cube form, 
mounted on a sleigh being pulled by a reindeer 
together with a similar pocket watch stand 
mounted with an obelisk on a cart being pulled 
by a goat, 14.5 cm long and 12 cm high 
respectively. 
£40-80

40 A high carat gold scarab beetle bracelet, gross 
weight 13.2 grams. 
£400-600

41 An 18ct gold Padparadscha colour sapphire and 
diamond ring by Rocks & Co, set with a coloured 
pear-shaped sapphire estimated to weigh 
1.24ct, within two line borders set with sixty 
round cut diamonds (one missing), size 'O', 
gross weight 4.2 grams. 
£250-500
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42 A collection of assorted vintage white metal 
jewellery to include a Danish sterling silver 
brooch pendant in the form of bunch of grapes; a 
filigree flower brooch; spinning wheel brooch; 
circular Viking sailing boat brooch; Israeli silver 
mounted green cabochon set brooch; together 
with two white metal pendants; a page marker 
and a stick pin. 
£30-70

43 An 18ct gold mounted single strand graduated 
pearl necklace. 
£40-80

44 Two pieces of Masonic jewellery to include a 
yellow metal signet ring with intaglio carved red 
stone bearing set square, compass and letter 
'D', size 'T', stamped '18k', gross weight 12.8 
grams; together with a 15ct gold Masonic stick 
pin topped with a set square and compass, 
stamped '585', weight 0.8 grams (2). 
£250-500

45 A group of gentlemans silver jewellery to include 
two pairs of cufflinks and a tie pin, all centred 
with gilt metal roundels depicting portrait profile 
of Queen Elizabeth II, one pair of cufflinks and 
the tie pin in Thomas Fattorini boxes. 
£40-80

46 An early 20th century silver plaid brooch, 
Edinburgh 1911, centred with a round facetted 
citrine coloured stone, 8.3cm diameter; together 
with a white metal mounted amber pendant (2). 
£40-80

47 A vintage Zenith Swiss-Made yellow and white 
metal champleve enamel decorated bedside 
clock, the circular dial with Arabic numerals, the 
case decorated with fish and coral, the case 
stamped '335' raised on four bun feet, 6cm high 
x 5.5cm wide. 
£40-80

48 A group of four 9ct gold rings to include a signet 
ring and three assorted gem set rings, gross 
weight 11 grams (4). 
£150-250

49 Two vintage ladies 9ct gold cased wristwatches, 
one with yellow metal expandable strap, the 
other with bracelet strap (2). 
£50-100

50 A vintage 9ct gold lozenge shaped brooch 
centred with a flower together with two yellow 
metal gem set dress rings, gross weight 4.8 
grams (3). 
£70-150

51 A 9ct gold charm bracelet suspending seven 
assorted charms, with heart shaped lock, gross 
weight 71.1 grams. 
£800-1,200

52 Two 22ct gold wedding rings, gross weight 7.7 
grams (2). 
£250-400

53 A vintage 18ct gold and diamond chip ring, size 
'Q', gross weight 3 grams; together with an 18ct 
gold and gem set eternity ring, size 'Q', gross 
weight 4 grams (2). 
£150-300

54 A white and yellow metal bracelet, stamped 
'375', gross weight 6.5 grams; together with a 
three-colour yellow metal heart-shaped pendant 
on chain, stamped '10k', gross weight 1.7 grams 
(2). 
£120-180

55 A 9ct gold bracelet with heart-shaped lock, gross 
weight 10.8 grams. 
£150-250

56 A vintage gun-metal open faced pocketwatch, 
the black and white dial with Roman numerals, 
34.5mm case diameter. 
£30-70

57 A group of yellow metal jewellery to include a 
yellow metal, pearl and gem set dragonfly bar 
brooch, 54mm long; a yellow metal, pearl and 
coloured glass flower shaped brooch and a 
yellow metal and blue enamel oval-shaped 
locket. 
£50-100

58 Two vintage fountain pens, one in red with 
yellow metal mounts, the nib stamped 14K 
Parker, the other patterned in mottled red, brown 
and white, the nib stamped Parker 14K Pen N, 
together with box of yellow metal fountain pen 
nibs by various makers. 
£20-50

59 Banknotes - a Bank of England one pound note, 
serial number U04C465921 and The 
Commercial Bank of Scotland ltd one pound 
note, serial number 27R 600342, Edinburgh, 1st 
July 1958. 
£20-50

60 A vintage ladies yellow metal Rotary bracelet 
wristwatch stamped '14k', the dial with hinged 
bracelet section cover, gross weight 47 grams. 
£800-1,200
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61 A vintage yellow metal, split pearl and citrine 
coloured stone set necklace, gross weight 10.6 
grams, contained with heart-shaped box. 
£50-100

62 A vintage yellow metal necklace suspending a 
two-stone aquamarine coloured pendant, gross 
weight 4.4 grams, contained within a heart-
shaped box. 
£50-100

63 A Continental silver cased open-faced fob watch 
with black and white Roman numeral dial 
suspended on a silver Albert chain, together with 
a vintage yellow metal hunter cased Waltham 
pocketwatch, a Chester silver cased 'Express' 
pocketwatch with black and white Roman 
numeral dial, and three Ingersoll stop watches. 
£50-100

64 A pair of yellow metal and enamel decorated clip 
earrings by Michaela Frey, Wien, gross weight 
11.2 grams. 
£30-70

65 Three assorted 9ct gold gem set rings, gross 
weight 5.8 grams. 
£70-150

66 An 18ct gold necklace, 2.6 grams; together with 
a pair of yellow metal earrings, weight 2 grams 
(2). 
£70-100

67 A yellow metal mounted turquoise cabochon 
stone double cat brooch, stamped '750', 
32.1mm long, gross weight 12.6 grams. 
£50-100

68 A 19th century satinwood, marquetry and gilt 
metal mounted mantle clock, with black and 
white circular enamel dial (in need of 
restoration), 23.5cm high. 
£30-70

69 A vintage gun metal open faced fob watch with 
blue and white Arabic numeral dial, together 
with two vintage ladies wrist watches by Tatton. 
£20-50

70 A vintage silver cased open faced pocket watch 
'W.E.Watts, Nottingham, the Greenwich Lever' 
with black and white enamel dial bearing Roman 
numerals and subsidiary dial. 
£30-70

71 A vintage Waltham USA white metal cased open 
faced pocket watch and electroplated 
rectangular vesta holder with push button top 
and a Birmingham silver medallion thistle detail. 
£20-50

72 A vintage yellow metal Movado travelling watch, 
the square dial with baton numerals within a 
two-part sliding cover with brown leather detail, 
No.'1267 604'. 
£20-50

73 A collection of seven assorted vintage 
pocketknives to include one in the form of a key. 

£20-50
74 A 1952-1977 H.M. Queen Elizabeth II Silver 

Jubilee Crown, together with two Churchill 
Crowns, and remaining coinage (qty). 
£20-50

75 Militaria Interest - A collection of assorted Black 
Watch buttons, a ribbon bar, a German Nazi 
stick pin etc. 
£20-50

76 A pair of 9ct gold octagonal shaped cufflinks, 
gross weight 6.3 grams. 
£100-200

77 A 9ct gold almandine garnet and rare-earth 
synthetic garnet, in imitation of diamond, cluster 
ring, one diamond missing, size 'R', gross weight 
2.8 grams. 
£50-100

78 An antique Chinese Mother of Pearl gaming 
counter/token with floral motif and centred with 
initials 'RI' to one side, 4cm x 6cm. 
£20-50

79 A collection of eleven assorted vintage 
pocketknives together with a carved mother of 
pearl page marker. 
£30-70

80 A vintage Heuer Calculator Automatic 
Chronograph stainless steel wristwatch, circa 
early 1970's, with blue dial and orange hands, 
case diameter 45.7mm, with original bracelet 
strap. 
£700-900

81 An early 20th century yellow and white metal 
diamond set brooch, the central stone 
surrounded by six heart shaped panels all 
centered with a diamond in a border of smaller 
diamonds approximately 29.3 mm diameter, 
gross weight 7.4 grams. 
£250-500

82 A silver and pearl necklace together with a 
matching pair of earrings, necklace 45cm long, 
gross weight 24.5 grams (3). 
£20-50
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83 A vintage Ladies Omega gold plated Seamaster 
wristwatch together with another ladies yellow 
metal Omega bracelet watch, an Omega watch 
dial and movement and an Omega yellow metal 
strap buckle. 
£30-70

84 A Birmingham silver open faced pocket watch 
'The "Express" English lever' by J.G.Graves of 
Sheffield, with black and white Roman numeral 
dial and Arabic numeral subsidiary seconds dial, 
the movement numbered 60973, and makers 
mark of W.H.S, gross weight 96.5 grams, a 
silver stamped Albert chain with Birmingham 
silver fob medallion 1918, makers mark for 
'WWC', possibly William Walter Cashmore, 1.45 
troy oz, together with a late 19th century yellow 
metal hunter cased pocket watch, with black and 
white roman numeral dial bearing Arabic 
numeral subsidiary seconds dial by Metropolitan 
Watch Co, No 512D62. 
£20-50

85 A collection of vintage fountain pens to include a 
Parker Slimfold with 14k nib together with four 
other assorted Parker fountain pens; a Scheaffer 
fountain pen and an Esterbrook fountain pen. 
£20-50

86 A Chinese gilt metal seal, early 20th century, 
modelled with three dragons and a flaming 
pearl, all with inlaid eyes, 7.5cm square x 9.5cm 
high. 
£50-100

87 A vintage Gentleman’s Omega automatic day 
date stainless steel bracelet watch, the dial with 
baton numerals, dial diameter 31.4mm. 
£100-200

88 A vintage Gentleman’s Omega Dynamic 
bracelet wristwatch, the dial with baton numerals 
and orange coloured second hand, dial diameter 
approximately 32.7mm in original box with 
original bill of sale dated '10th April 1970'. 
£150-300

89 A vintage Gentleman's Omega Constellation bi-
metal bracelet watch, in the original box. 
£100-200

90 A vintage Gentleman’s Omega Constellation 
automatic chronometer bracelet wristwatch, the 
silvered dial with baton numerals highlighted in 
black with date aperture dial diameter 
approximately 28.3mm. 
£100-200

91 A pair of London silver shield-shaped cufflinks 
together with a pair of yellow metal and blue 
enamel oval-shaped cufflinks of Masonic 
interest and a box containing a pair of white 
metal mounted mother of pearl cufflinks, two 
mother of pearl and white metal mounted shirt 
studs together with a pair of matching cufflinks. 
£40-80

92 A collection of ten assorted vintage Swiss 
wristwatches to include Tissot, Ruhala, Suma, 
Accurist, Fero etc. 
£40-80

93 A cased set of yellow metal lorgnettes, the 
bridge inscribed '384', together with a 925 
stamped silver ring with green hardstone setting, 
and a vintage sterling silver marked Felix The 
Cat pendant on a white metal chain. 
£20-50

94 A vintage chanter stamped ‘Sinclair’, Leith, 
Scotland 45.5cm long. 
£20-50

95 A leather covered square shaped box containing 
a collection of assorted crowns to include a 
George III Gibraltar 1808 example and a George 
III Bermuda example together with three 
German Nazi party white metal 
coins/medallions. 
£20-50

96 An antique Wedgwood blue ground Jasper Ware 
portrait medallion 8.3cm by 6.5cm; together with 
a Leeds pottery oval portrait medallion, 6.7cm 
by 5.4cm, both contained within associated 
leather and green velvet lined case. 
£40-80

97 A collection of assorted costume jewellery to 
include brooches, powder compacts, chains etc. 

£20-50
98 A mahogany puzzle money bank inscribed 

‘Edward Tuer’, 14cm high x 14cm wide. 
£40-80

99 R.W. Forsyth Hatters Glasgow, a vintage blue 
velvet school boys cap, the season 1913-14, 
inscribed on label 'R Kenneth Duncanson'. 
£20-50

100 A group of small portrait pictures to include 
Continental School after Giovanni Biliverti, 
Allegorie Der Sanftmut 11cm by 8cm; a printed 
portrait medallion of a Georgian girl with ringlets 
within cabochon studded frame, 11.5cm by 9cm; 
together with three assorted ambrotypes. 
£40-80
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101 A group of six assorted gilt metal mounted 
pill/trinket boxes comprising, four continental 
porcelain boxes, two of which have floral details 
with the green box bearing the Meissen crossed 
swords mark on underside; two with details of 
figures; an agate mounted box, and a cranberry 
glass box with yellow metal mounts and ornate 
gilded overlay. 
£20-50

102 Sarah Faberge - A gilt metal, enamel and paste 
set egg-shaped pendant and chain, together 
with a similar pair of egg-shaped pendant and 
chains and a silver gilt egg-shaped pendant 
suspended on 9ct gold chain. 
£30-70

103 A 19th century circular snuff box and cover, the 
cover enclosing a printed portrait medallion, 8cm 
diameter together with a mother of pearl carved 
shell inscribed ‘ANDAINANS’, 13cm wide. 
£40-80

104 A Mauchline Ware rectangular box decorated 
with view of Craignethan Castle, 9cm wide; 
marquetry inlaid rectangular snuff box, 8cm 
wide; a small rectangular snuff box with transfer 
printed cover depicting a windmill, 5cm wide and 
a square shaped mother of pearl box, 3.5cm 
square. 
£20-50

105 Militaria and Desert Rat British 8th Army interest 
- a group of World War II medals to include, The 
Africa Star and bar for the 8th Army, 1939-45 
star, the Italy star, defence medal and service 
medal, together with a 1939 German Iron cross 
in original box 'Woodrow R.Scots', captured 
whilst in action, together with a Great War group 
of three medals, inscribed to 
'PTE.A.WOODROWR.SCOTS', and a 1919 
football medal inscribed 'Germany 1919 17885 
SGT.B.TAYLOR 1st N.F.' and a British army 
shell fuse, no. 372. 
£70-150

106 A collection of assorted medallions and medals 
to include a 1902 Coronation medallion for 
Edward VII and Queen Alexandra, three various 
rifle club medallions, ten assorted Royal 
Caledonian curling club medals, Churchill 
commemorative crown, Arbroath token and a 
Queen Victoria white metal commemorative 
medallion. 
£40-80

107 Windsor and Allen, a white metal and paste set 
replica of Queen Victoria's Coronation necklace 
and earrings, limited edition no. 422 of 950, 
together with a white metal and paste set replica 
of Queen Victoria's Collet Set. 
£40-80

108 A collection or assorted wristwatches to include 
examples by Seiko, Citizen, Avia, Sekonda etc. 
£40-80

109 A collection of assorted coinage to include a 
1987 United Kingdom Royal Mint Brilliant 
Uncirculated coin collection, a sleeve of Britain's 
first decimal coins, small bag of early 20th 
century silver three pence coins and a bag of 
assorted mixed coinage. 
£20-50

110 A bag of assorted wristwatches, coinage, 
costume jewellery, vintage cargo card golf 
game, Swiza travelling bedside clock etc. 
£30-70

111 A collection of assorted wristwatches and pocket 
watches, to include examples by Sewills, 
Christopher Ward, Lucerne, Alfex etc. 
£30-70

112 A box of assorted costume jewellery to include a 
Queen Elizabeth II General Service medal with 
Malaya bar. 
£40-80

113 A collection of five assorted vintage clay pipes. 
£10-30

114 An antique cased white metal champagne tap in 
original fitted case, late 19th century silver 
mounted, pipe with wooden bowl in original 
leather case, late 19th century meerschaum 
cheroot holder with amber mouth piece in 
original fitted case and a boxed vintage Kirsten 
pipe. 
£30-70

115 A collection of assorted coinage to include a 
Royal Mint 1971 six coin specimen set, an 1889 
Crown, 1951 Crown, Churchill Commemorative 
Crown and three other Crowns. 
£20-50

116 A collection of various items to include two small 
silhouette pictures, assorted coinage to include 
Churchill Commemorative Crown, odd cufflinks, 
YMCA pendant badge etc. 
£20-50

117 Kate Greenaway, an Almanack for 1890 
together with one volume ‘A century of Kate 
Greenaway’ by Ann Carroll Moore. 
£10-30
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118 *Withdrawn*

119 Bicycle Interest - a Victorian scrapbook of 
cycling by C.E.Coventry 25th July 1893, extracts 
from daily papers and cycling papers. 
£50-100

120 A collection of silver to include a Birmingham 
silver sauceboat, a Birmingham silver cream jug 
on three claw feet and a Birmingham silver 
cigarette box. 
£50-100

121 A Birmingham silver christening mug, together 
with a Birmingham silver oval shaped dish 
embossed with flowers, scrolls and foliage, 
gross weight 3.6 troy ozs. 
£40-80

122 A pair of 19th century Sheffield plate 
candlesticks, 28cm high. 
£40-80

123 A George V four piece silver tea and coffee set, 
London 1919, makers mark C S Harris & Sons., 
comprising tea pot, coffee pot, milk jug and twin 
handled sugar bowl, circular shaped with 
embossed gadrooned borders, chased foliate 
details to the spout, the handles formed as 
serpents, engraved with initials, gross weight 96 
troy ozs. 
£700-1,000

124 An Edwardian silver mustard pot, London, 1900, 
oval shaped with hinge cover and blue glass 
liner and silver mustard spoon engraved with 
crest of Carey of Guernsey, gross weight 3.6 
troy ozs., 
£40-80

125 A pair of Edward VIII silver sauceboats, Chester, 
1936, both engraved with the initial 'H', gross 
weight 4 troy ozs. 
£50-80

126 Four assorted white metal coin set dishes, each 
inscribed silver, two set with Victorian coins, the 
other two set with King George V coins, 9.5cm 
diameter, gross weight 8.6 troy ozs. 
£40-80

127 A London silver mounted decagon shaped clear 
glass ink well, 11cm diameter 
£20-50

128 A pair of Birmingham silver candlesticks, 1977, 
filled, 11cm high 
£30-70

129 A 20th century silver presentation bowl, 
Edinburgh, 1997, makers mark JC, oval shaped 
with hammered finish bearing presentation 
inscription, 'From the University of Aberdeen to 
Sir Kenneth Alexander Chancellor of the 
University 1987-1996', 13.2 troy ozs., mounted 
on cast metal double pronged frame, 
£150-250

130 A George III silver desk stand, of shaped 
rectangular form on four claw and ball feet, 
engraved with the crest of Carey of Guernsey, 
10.3 troy ozs. 
£120-180

131 A George V silver and tortoiseshell circular 
shaped dressing table box and hinged cover, 
Birmingham, 1912, raised on three shaped legs, 
7cm diameter, together with another silver 
dressing table box and hinged cover with 
corresponding date, 6cm diameter. 
£40-80

132 A pair of Edwardian silver candlesticks, 
Birmingham, 1904, makers mark of RM/EH, 
11.5 cm high, filled 
£30-70

133 A Victorian silver teapot, London, 1853, makers 
mark of EB & JB for Edward Barnard & John 
Barnard, engraved with foliage and scrolls, 
bearing presentation inscription to 'Col. & Mrs 
Nowel Carey by the officers and committee of 
the West Mersea Horticultural Society', 19cm 
high, gross weight 22.3 troy ozs. 
£250-400

134 A Victorian silver hot water pot, Sheffield 1899, 
makers mark of James Dixon & Sons., gross 
weight 21 troy ozs., 21cm high. 
£250-400

135 A George IV silver Corinthian column table 
lamp, Sheffield 1919, makers mark HE for 
Hawksworth, Eyre & Co Ltd., overall height 
44cm high. 
£200-300

136 A Birmingham silver square shaped sugar 
castor, 17cm high together with a pair of 
electroplated Neoclassical style candlesticks, 
20.5cm high. 
£20-50

137 A George V silver basket, Birmingham, 1910, 
makers mark of S & C for Cydney & Co., oval 
shaped with pierced sides and swing handle, 
19cm wide, 5.1 troy ozs. 
£70-100
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138 A pair of Victorian silver salts, London 1861, 
makers mark R H, engraved with initials, 
embossed with flowers, raised on three scroll 
feet, 3.3 troy ozs. 
£30-70

139 A near pair of 19th century silver sauce ladles, 
both Glasgow, one 1820 makers mark T.F, the 
other 1835 makers mark W.R, fiddle pattern 
engraved with initials, 2.3 troy ozs. 
£20-50

140 A William IV silver caddy spoon, Birmingham, 
1832, makers mark T & P, together with a pair of 
George IV silver sugar tongs, Exeter 1829, 
makers mark W H, 1.2 troy ozs. 
£30-70

141 A collection of assorted silverware to include a 
cased set of six Birmingham silver coffee 
spoons, a Birmingham silver five bar toast rack, 
three assorted silver mounted toilet bottles and 
assorted loose flatware 
£50-100

142 An antique Birmingham silver gilt vinaigrette, the 
hinged cover and interior grill both loose, 
together with four other assorted white metal 
boxes. 
£40-80

143 A set of five Victorian silver teaspoons, 
Edinburgh 1858, fiddle pattern with shell 
terminals, 3 troy ozs. 
£20-50

144 A set of ten Victorian silver teaspoons, Glasgow 
1871, old English pattern, engraved with initials, 
6.1 troy ozs. 
£70-150

145 Seven 19th century Edinburgh silver teaspoons 
with bright cut detail, engraved with initials, 4.2 
troy ozs. 
£50-80

146 A set of six Victorian silver teaspoons, London 
1847 fiddle pattern, engraved with the initial 'B', 
3.37 troy ozs. 
£20-50

147 A set of four William IV Irish silver teaspoons, 
Dublin, 1835, makers mark W.C, fiddle pattern 
with rat tail bowls, engraved with initials 'S.C', 
1.8 troy ozs 
£40-80

148 Three Edwardian Royal Dublin Society white 
metal medallions of equine interest, together 
with a Glasgow silver farmers society 
presentation medallion, gross weight 6.9 troy 
ozs. 
£30-70

149 A collection of assorted silver flatware to include 
two pairs of sugar tongs, mustard salt and 
teaspoons, gross weight 3.7 troy ozs. 
£20-50

150 A Birmingham silver mounted book of common 
prayer, the silver cover embossed with cherubs 
£10-30

151 A George IV silver bottle label, Sheffield 1821, 
inscribed 'Sherry', together with Elizabeth II 
silver bottle label, Birmingham 1960, inscribed 
'Sherry'. 
£20-50

152 An Edwardian silver card case, Birmingham, 
1901, makers mark T.H, 8cm x 5cm, together 
with a Sheffield silver and mother of pearl 
handled pocketknife. 
£30-70

153 A George III silver soup ladle, Edinburgh, 1808, 
makers mark DM, fiddle pattern, 6.6 troy ozs. 
£70-150

154 An early 19th century Scottish provincial silver 
sauce ladle, Alexander Cameron, Dundee, fiddle 
pattern, 15cm long. 
£40-80

155 A Norwegian silver handled cheese slice, the 
terminal inscribed 'Norge'. 
£10-30

156 A collection of silver to include a cased set of six 
silver handled afternoon tea knives, sterling 
silver oval shaped bon bon dish, Birmingham 
silver spirit label inscribed 'Hollands', silver 
caddy spoon, two salt spoons and a butter knife. 

£30-70
157 Six Birmingham silver coffee spoons with bean 

terminals, six Edinburgh silver coffee spoons 
with circular terminals enclosing scroll wire detail 
and four Sheffield silver coffee spoons, gross 
weight 5 troy ozs. 
£50-100

158 A white metal articulated fish scent bottle with 
hinged head forming the cover, a white metal 
oval shaped cuff bangle and a miniature silver 
plated and ebonised gavel with detachable 
storage box feature on the head. 
£30-70
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159 An Eastern white metal miniature rose water 
sprinkler, a white metal mounted childs rattle 
with single bell and a white metal mounted horn 
snuff/powder flask. 
£30-70

160 A collection of assorted silver and white metal 
items to include a silver bottle top with hinged 
cover, a circular white metal brooch, a single 
Chinese white metal cufflink, three white metal 
and red enamel shield-shaped cufflinks and a 
white metal mounted common prayer book. 
£20-50

161 A collection of silver and electroplated wares to 
include silver pepper pot and salt in the Art 
Nouveau style, a Birmingham silver spirits label 
inscribed 'Maderia' together with assorted silver 
flatware, five mother of pearl handled fruit forks 
and a single corresponding knife, silver element 
gross weight 6.2 troy ozs. 
£50-100

162 A George III silver tablespoon, Edinburgh 1802, 
makers mark AH, old English pointed end 
inscribed with armorial crest 'Dread God', 
together with a collection of assorted mixed 
flatware, gross weight 9.4 troy ozs. 
£120-180

163 A group of Eastern white metal wares to include 
an apple shaped box and cover, a circular 
shaped box and cover and two tot cups, gross 
weight 4.5 troy ozs. 
£40-80

164 A set of four George V silver salts, Birmingham, 
1912, each with Bristol blue glass liners, raised 
on three concave supports, engraved with the 
initial 'B', together with four corresponding salt 
spoons, two pairs of silver pepper pots and a 
silver circular shaped mustard pot and hinged 
cover. 
£70-150

165 A collection of assorted silver to include three 
various napkin rings, pepper pot, mustard dish 
with blue glass liner and spoon, shoehorn and 
button hook. 
£20-50

166 A George V silver presentation key, 
Birmingham, 1924, inscribed 'Presented to 
Col.W.L.J.Carey CIE on the occasion of the 
opening of The New Ordnance Club Ferozepore 
October 26th 1926', together with another white 
and gilt metal presentation key 'To Colonel 
W.L.J.Carey C.I.E. on the occasion of the 
opening of The Ordnance Club Rawalpindi 28 
10 1927' in fitted oak box, A.Turban. 
£40-80

167 A Victorian silver 1887 Jubilee commemorative 
spoon, London 1887, makers mark F H, the 
pierced scrolling stem topped with an armorial, 
with shell shaped bowl, together with a 
Birmingham silver heart shaped bon bon dish 
and a silver handled pie server. 
£40-80

168 A collection of silver to include oval strut frame, 
Christening mug, three various napkin rings, two 
covers and a clear glass jar. 
£40-80

169 A Birmingham silver egg cup and spoon, 
together with four assorted salt spoons and 
butter knife. 
£20-50

170 A collection of Eastern white metal wares to 
include eight Chinese white metal menu card 
holders, five cocktail spoons with figural 
terminals, an octagonal shaped tapered 
cylindrical pot, cover and spoon, octagonal salt 
bowl and spoon, and octagonal pepper pot, ten 
assorted tot cups, a pair of lantern and cookery 
knife cufflinks and a WMF sifting spoon. 
£40-80

171 A late 18th/ early 19th century white metal toddy 
ladle with embossed flower and foliate 
decorated bowl centered with a George III coin, 
39cm long. 
£30-70

172 Four cased sets of assorted silver to include, 
egg cup and spoon set, fork, knife and spoon 
set, twin napkin ring set and pair of jam spoon 
set. 
£50-100

173 Two cased sets of silver handled afternoon tea 
knives together with a cased set of six silver 
plated afternoon tea knives. 
£20-50

174 A cased Birmingham silver three piece dressing 
table set, comprising hand-held mirror, brush 
and comb, together with a wood backed brush. 
£30-70
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175 A Birmingham silver five piece dressing table 
set, comprising mirror, two brushes, shoehorn 
and boot hook 
£40-80

176 A Chester silver four piece dressing table set, 
comprising hand-held mirror, two brushes and a 
comb, all with hammered finish 
£40-80

177 A collection of Eastern white metal wares to 
include a circular dish, two napkin rings, 
teaspoon and two pairs of servers. 
£50-100

178 A pair of early 20th century silver rounded 
rectangular napkin rings with engine turned 
details and engraved with the initial 'S', together 
with two other assorted silver napkin rings, a 
silver mounted horn napkin ring, a silver plated 
napkin ring with kiwi detail and a Birmingham 
silver childs rattle suspending two bells, silver 
element 5 troy ozs. 
£50-100

179 A cased set of four Victoria silver salts, London, 
1875, makers mark of R H for Robert Hennell, 
with vacant cartouche, embossed floral detail, 
each raised on three concave supports. 
£80-120

180 A collection of assorted silver to include twelve 
London silver coffee spoons, six Sheffield silver 
teaspoons and remaining flatware, together with 
a mother of pearl handled silver bladed fruit 
knife and a silver mounted horn spoon, gross 
weight 12 troy ozs. 
£100-200

181 A Victorian silver novelty mustard pot in the form 
of a crown, London 1896, makers mark GMJ, 
with Bristol blue glass liner, 7cm high., together 
with a silver mounted bottle cork, with thistle 
detail, four Birmingham silver salt dishes and six 
other assorted cruets. 
£100-200

182 A cased set of twelve Continental silver gateau 
forks 
£40-80

183 A cased set of twelve Edwardian silver apostle 
type teaspoons, Sheffield, 1903. 
£40-80

184 A cased set of six Edwardian silver teaspoons 
and sugar tongs, Sheffield, 1904. 
£20-50

185 A cased set of six George V silver seal top 
teaspoons, Sheffield 1910. 
£30-70

186 A cased set of six Danish sterling silver gilt and 
enamel coffee spoons. 
£30-70

187 A cased set of six London silver teaspoons 
together with a cased set of six Sheffield silver 
handled afternoon tea knives. 
£40-80

188 A cased set of six Edinburgh silver coffee 
spoons 
£20-50

189 Seven assorted silver napkin rings, gross weight 
4.9 troy ozs. 
£50-100

189A Three assorted Birmingham silver napkin rings, 
gross weight 2.25 troy ozs. 
£20-50

190 Six cased sets of assorted silver flatware to 
include cased set of twelve teaspoons and 
tongs, cased set of six teaspoons and tongs, two 
fork and spoon sets, a single spoon set and a 
double fork set. 
£50-100

191 A cased set of six 20th century silver thistle 
topped teaspoons, Birmingham, 1975, together 
with a similar cased set of five silver thistle 
topped tea spoons and a case containing twelve 
silver coffee spoons with purple stone cabochon 
detail, Edinburgh, 1976, makers mark of MF. 
£50-100

192 A collection of assorted silver flatware 
comprising three table forks, six dessert forks, 
two dessert spoons, a ladle and a sifting spoon, 
London various dates, engraved with the Crest 
of Carey of Guernsey, together with two other 
silver tablespoons and a pair of silver sugar 
tongs, gross weight 28 try ozs. 
£300-500

193 A collection of assorted silver flatware to include 
a Scottish provincial silver sauce ladle, Cameron 
of Dundee fiddle pattern and various other 
assorted spoons, ladles etc. gross weight 16.4 
troy ozs. 
£150-300

194 A collection of silver to include two thimbles, 
rectangular pill box, vesta holder, cylindrical jar 
and screw cover, a childs spoon with twisted 
handle and a plated WMF bottle stopper. 
£30-70
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195 A 20th century silver presentation dish, 
Edinburgh, 1982, makers mark H C, 
presentation inscription to 'Sir Kenneth 
Alexander, Chairman 1976 - 1981, 16.5cm 
diameter, 10.7 troy ozs. 
£120-180

196 An Elizabeth II silver card tray, Sheffield, 1993, 
makers mark C with scalloped border and 
embossed shell detail, raised on three claw and 
ball feet, 15cm diameter, 5.2 troy ozs. 
£50-100

197 A George III silver salver, London, 1791, makers 
mark WS, engraved with initials in bright cut 
order raised on three shaped supports, 17cm 
diameter, 7.7 troy ozs. 
£70-150

198 A collection of assorted Eastern white 
metalwares to include three light candelabra, 
cylindrical storage jar and detachable cover, 
white metal mounted wood spice box in two 
sections, circular bowl, octagonal dish, oval 
dish, liquor glass, circular bowl on three masked 
feet, ashtray and a rectangular box with hinged 
cover. 
£40-80

199 A pair of Birmingham silver pedestal bon bon 
dishes, embossed with floral garland around the 
rim, 6cm high x 8.5cm diameter, 2.6 troy ozs. 
£30-70

200 A George V silver Christening mug, Sheffield, 
1919, makers mark W & H, engraved with initials 
and scroll detail, 4.3 troy ozs. 
£50-100

201 A George V silver cigarette box, London, 1927 
with engine turned details bearing presentation 
inscription, 16cm wide. 
£50-100

202 A pair of Edward VIII silver seven bar toast 
racks, Sheffield 1936, makers mark E.V, 11cm 
long, gross weight 4.6 troy ozs. 
£50-100

203 Two pieces of Monart glassware to include a 
mottled purple, blue and pink glass dish with 
gold inclusions, 12cm diameter and a mottled 
blue, purple and green glass dish with gold-
coloured inclusions 9.5cm diameter. 
£40-80

204 A Royal Worcester figure ‘Mischief’ modelled by 
FG Doughty, 8cm high. 
£20-50

205 An early 20th century green ground Loetz 
iridescent glass vase, 13.5cm high. 
£50-100

206 An early 20th century Carlton Ware 'Chinaland' 
pattern vase, printed marks, pattern number 
2948, shape number 326, 20.5cm high; together 
with a matching sleeve vase, printed marks, 
shape number 217, 20.5cm high and a similarly 
decorated bowl, 12.5cm diameter. 
£70-150

207 A Chinese porcelain square shaped vase, 
decorated in shallow relief with two scholars 
sitting at a table in a fenced garden of blossom, 
and a panel of figure walking through a 
mountain landscape divided by plain panels 
enclosing diaper motifs, the sides with mask and 
scroll terminals, bearing painted six character 
mark, 29cm high. 
£100-200

208 A late 19th century Japanese bronze censor, 
decorated in relief with Kylin and dragon, the 
sides with mask shaped terminals, 19cm wide x 
10cm high. 
£50-100

209 A late 19th /early 20th century Japanese Kutani 
porcelain pot pouri jar and two covers, 9.5cm 
high 
£20-50

210 A late 19th century bohemian ruby glass and 
white overlaid glass toilet bottle and stopper, the 
white overlaid panel painted with the bust of a 
lady on a richly gilded foliate ground, 14cm high. 

£50-100
211 A late 19th century opaque white glass toilet 

bottle with polychrome painted vignette 
depicting girl holding flowers, 12.5cm high, 
together with a Mary Gregory style clear and 
cranberry glass scent bottle with brass cover 
and clear glass stopper. 
£50-100

212 A Chinese white metal mounted glass snuff 
bottle imitating Realgar, 7.5 cm high. 
£80-120
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213 A Great War death plaque inscribed 'Thomas 
Waugh Henry', together with a red ground 
Seaforth Highlanders officers mess rug, 
centered with the regimental crest, 178cm x 
91cm. 
Footnote: Thomas Waugh Henry served on the 
HMS Hampshire and went down on the 5th June 
1916 with The Secretary of State for War, the 
Right Honourable First Earl Horatio Herbert 
Kitchener. He is also named on the Orkney 
Memorial Stone. 
£30-70

214 An early 20th century chrome plated car mascot 
in the form of an angel, 14cm high x 16.5cm 
wide. 
£40-80

215 A collection of five assorted vesta holders to 
include a white metal example in the form of an 
eagles head, a brass example emblematic of the 
slave trade, elephant form example, dragon form 
example and horse shoe example. 
£50-100

216 A box of assorted costume jewellery, brooches, 
bracelets, rings, earrings, etc. 
£40-80

217 A Birmingham silver and moss agate ring, 
together with a Seaforth Highlanders badge 
mounted on kilt and sporran background. 
£30-70

218 A red agate, possibly carnelian, carving of an 
owl, 4.2cm high. 
£40-80

219 A 19th century Continental faience pottery 
kidney shaped box and cover, the hinged cover 
decorated with female farm worker, the mount 
with shell shaped thumb piece, the sides 
decorated with scattered foliate sprays, 7cm 
wide. 
£50-100

220 An antique pottery oil lamp, possibly Roman, 
9cm long. 
£40-80

221 Five pieces of paste set jewellery to include 
white metal Art Deco style bracelets; Art Deco 
style brooch; 'H' brooch; swallow brooch and 
circular brooch. 
£40-80

222 A yellow metal mounted oval facet cut citrine 
brooch, overall 39.8 mm wide. 
£40-80

223 A 9CT gold and gem set bracelet, yellow metal 
gem set pendant stamped 14K, suspended on 
yellow metal chain, yellow metal gem set single 
stone ring and a pair of similar 9CT gold 
mounted gem set earrings, gross weight 40.8 
grams. 
£200-300

224 A suite of white metal green stone and paste set 
jewellery comprising pendant and chain, ring 
and pair of earrings. 
£50-100

225 A collection of jewellery to include a white metal 
mounted agate brooch, a yellow metal and paste 
set circular brooch, a white metal mounted 
miniature Jasperware cameo pendant, a double 
strand pearl necklace and a yellow metal Swiss 
made wristwatch, (lacking strap) together with a 
small red leather covered jewellery box. 
£40-80

226 A yellow metal opal and diamond seven stone 
ring, size M, gross weight 2.6 grams, together 
with a pair of yellow metal and opal set 
shamrock earrings, gross weight 2.8 grams. 
£50-100

227 A rare 18th century Battersea enamel patch box, 
in the form of a seals head, the screw cover 
decorated on the exterior with floral spray, the 
underside mirrored, 36.1 mm long x 31.7mm 
diameter. 
£80-120

228 A late 19th century yellow metal and pale 
amethyst single stone ring stamped 18C, ring 
size J. 
£50-100

229 A group of jewellery to include white metal 
moonstone cabochon ring, white metal and red 
stone dress ring, a white metal and paste set 
buckle and a jet type oval brooch, decorated in 
relief with fruiting vine. 
£40-80

230 A Birmingham silver hinged bangle together with 
a silver panelled necklace with pierced Greek 
key detail and a white metal gate link bracelet 
with silver heart shaped lock, gross weight 56.6 
grams. 
£30-70

231 A collection of twenty eight assorted gold and 
yellow metal charms, gross weight 75 grams. 
£800-1,200
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232 Four vintage ladies wristwatches to include 
examples by Rotary, Seiko, Sekonda and 
Zodiac. 
£20-50

233 A collection of gold and yellow metal jewellery to 
include a yellow metal ring stamped 585, 1 
gram, a pair of earrings stamped 375, 2.4 
grams., unmarked filigree work mask pendant, 
8.6 grams, unmarked yellow metal crucifix 
pendant, 4 grams. and a gold nugget 0.9 grams. 

£120-180
234 A Chinese high carat gold necklace, 24 grams. 

£800-1,200
235 A vintage yellow metal and diamond set nine 

stone cocktail ring, ring size N. 
£400-600

236 A yellow metal mounted jade pear shaped 
pendant, the mount stamped 18KGP, together 
with a yellow metal mounted malachite pendant 
and a synthetic sapphire and paste set white 
metal mounted pendant. 
£50-100

237 A late 19th century 15CT gold brooch centered 
with a small diamond, gross weight 6.4 grams. 
£150-250

238 A white metal bracelet together with a collection 
of assorted loose white metal charms, gross 
weight approximately 80 grams. 
£40-80

239 A George V gold sovereign dated 1925. 
£300-500

240 Late 19th century yellow metal diamond and 
split pearl crescent shaped brooch set with a 
star, approximately 31mm diameter, gross 
weight 6.8 grams. 
£100-200

241 A George V gold sovereign dated 1920. 
£300-400

242 A vintage lapis lazuli graduated ball necklace, 
gross weight 97 grams 
£50-100

243 A Chinese jade model of a fish and fingerlings, 
12cm long, 84.6 grams. 
£100-200

244 A yellow and white metal opal and diamond set 
ring, stamped 18CT, ring size L, together with a 
pair of matching earrings, gross weight 11 
grams. 
£120-180

245 A brown leather purse containing assorted 19th 
century and later coinage, two bags of early 20th 
century three penny pieces. 
£20-50

246 A vintage Conway Stewart 'Dinkie 550' fountain 
pen, with 14CT gold nib in purple, blue and 
brown marbled case in original box, together 
with a vintage fountain pen and propelling pencil 
in horn coloured marbled cases. 
£20-50

247 A suite of white metal jewellery to include 
articulated necklace, bracelet and pair of 
earrings, gross weight 101 grams 
£40-80

248 A late 19th/ early 20th century yellow metal bar 
brooch stamped 15, gross weight 4 grams 
together with two yellow metal gem set rings, 
combined weight 5 grams. 
£50-100

249 A yellow metal pendant set with pale peridot 
coloured oval faceted stone, together with a late 
19th century yellow metal oval brooch centered 
with small diamond chip, gross weight 12.5 
grams. 
£70-150

250 A late 19th century yellow metal three stone 
citrine coloured brooch, gross weight 10 grams. 
£50-100

251 An early 20th century faux tortoiseshell and 
yellow metal mounted purse with purple satin 
lined interior, 7cm wide. 
£30-70

252 A collection of six assorted brooches to include 
Edinburgh silver and Cairngorm brooch, 
Birmingham Iona plaid brooch, a Mexican 
sterling silver circular mother of pearl and 
tortoisehell brooch, an Arts & Crafts pewter and 
green ceramic cabochon set brooch, a butterfly 
brooch and a military brooch. 
£40-80

253 Three assorted 9CT gold bar brooches, gross 
weight 7.5 grams, together with another yellow 
metal bar brooch, 2.8 grams and a white metal 
bar brooch, 3.6 grams. 
£100-200

254 A collection of assorted vintage Gentleman's 
and Ladies wristwatches to include Sekonda 
Shockproof De Luxe, Sinex pulsar, Timex 
Citizen, Bernex etc. 
£50-100
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255 Masonic interest - a 15CT gold and enamel 
Masonic jewel for Kitchener Lodge No2998, 
1920-21, the set square with presentation 
inscription to 
'WOR.BRO.LIEUT.COL.W.L.J.CAREY', gross 
weight 33.3 grams in original fitted case. 
£700-900

256 An early 20th century blue and white sapphire 
set white metal eternity ring, stamped 9CT, ring 
size L, gross weight 2.7 grams, together with a 
9CT gold and pale aquamarine coloured single 
stone cocktail ring set within a border of small 
diamond chips, ring size M, gross weight 2.8 
grams. 
£70-150

257 Two late 19th century yellow metal stick pins, 
both topped with a diamond chip, gross weight 
3.6 grams. 
£30-70

258 A late 19th century yellow metal diamond and 
split pearl star brooch, gross weight 9.3 grams, 
approximately 34.9 mm diameter. 
£150-300

259 A 9CT gold and coloured semi-precious gem set 
cocktail ring, ring size L, gross weight 5.3 
grams. 
£200-300

260 A yellow metal mounted Cairngorm pendant and 
a yellow metal mounted citrine oval brooch. 
£50-100

261 A vintage Gentlemans Tudor Oyster stainless 
steel wristwatch, the silvered dial with Arabic 
numerals and subsidiary seconds dial, case 
diameter including crown 34.2mm, with later 
expandable bracelet strap. 
£150-300

262 Two pieces of jewellery to include a late 
Victorian 15CT gold synthetic ruby and diamond 
chip brooch, gross weight 5.2 grams, together 
with a late Victorian 9CT gold split pearl and 
synthetic ruby set brooch, gross weight 3.6 
grams. 
£120-180

263 Four pieces of jewellery to include a yellow 
metal pearl and amethyst pendant, yellow metal 
and garnet octagonal shaped brooch, a white 
metal bar brooch centered with citrine coloured 
stone stamped 18K, and a yellow metal and 
paste set bow brooch. 
£40-80

264 A yellow metal and citrine set bar brooch, 
stamped '9CT', 52.5 mm wide, gross weight 6 
grams. 
£50-100

265 A 9CT gold wire strand bracelet, 7.4 grams, 
together with a yellow metal triple strand 
bracelet, 9.1 grams. 
£120-180

266 A yellow metal and split pearl flower brooch 
stamped '15 CT', gross weight 3.8 grams, 
together with a yellow metal and split pearl bar 
brooch, gross weight 1.6 grams. 
£100-200

267 Two yellow metal and split pearl flower 
brooches, both stamped '9 CT', gross weight 6.4
 grams. 
£70-150

268 A vintage Gentleman's Rolex Oyster Perpetual 
Submariner, the black dial with dot and baton 
markers with luminous hands, reference number 
5512, serial number 479132, with oyster 
bracelet strap, with receipt of service dated 12th 
October 2023, noted on watch repair card 
calibre 1530. 
Provenance - being sold by the current vendor, 
whose late Father had previously owned the 
watch. 
£6,000-8,000

269 Masonic interest - a group of items relating to 
'WOR.BRO.LT.COL.W.L.J.CAREY', to include 
Spencer of London silver gilt medal inscribed 
‘SIMLA CHAPTER NO.2998 EC ITNOTGAOTU' 
Certificate; District Grand Master certificate; two 
volumes of 'The United Grand Lodge of England 
Constitutions'; one volume ‘The Revised Ritual’; 
one volume of '1887 Ceremony of Advancement' 
and one volume of 'The Installing Masters 
Guide' together with three aprons and a collar. 
£50-100

270 A box of assorted costume jewellery. 
£40-80

271 Three boxes of assorted costume jewellery to 
include brooches, necklaces, pendants etc. 
£50-100

272 A collection of eight assorted Halcyon Days 
enamel boxes, to include Game Shooting and 
1784 Montgolfiere Ballooning, together with six 
other assorted trinket boxes. 
£50-100

273 A collection of assorted Royal Mint uncirculated 
coin collections. 
£50-100
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274 Ten assorted Royal Mint cased silver proof 
coins, each with certificate of authenticity. 
£50-100

275 A Jaeger Le Coultre Atmos clock, the circular 
dial with Arabic and baton numerals within 
Chinoiserie decorated surround, 23cm high x 
18cm wide. 
£300-500

276 A box of assorted odds to include carved horn, a 
brass dagger, costume jewellery, purple glass 
miniature bottle vases etc. 
£40-80

277 Three boxes of assorted costume jewellery to 
include pearl necklaces, assorted bracelets, 
earrings, cufflinks, tie pins etc. 
£50-100

278 A box of assorted loose and boxed earrings. 
£50-100

279 Two boxes of assorted Royal Mint UK proof coin 
collections circa 1980’s, 1990’s, early 2000’s. 
£50-100

280 A collection of assorted enamel boxes to include 
two Halcyon Day examples, three Moorcroft 
examples, five Crummles examples, together 
with various other assorted ceramic trinket 
boxes. 
£50-100

281 Three pieces of Wemyss pottery to include a 
Lady Eva vase decorated with buttercups, 
15.5cm high, a waisted beaker vase decorated 
with strawberries, 11cm high and another 
waisted beaker vase decorated with plums, 
11.5cm high. 
£50-100

282 A Wemyss pottery Lady Eva vase decorated 
with sweet peas, impressed mark and painted 
mark T.Goode & Co., London. 19cm high. 
£50-100

283 Four assorted Wemyss pottery preserve jars 
and covers, to include Bee and Hive pattern 
12.5cm high, Strawberries 12cm high, Apples 
10.5cm high and Oranges 10.5cm high. 
£50-100

284 A collection of Wemyss pottery to include cup 
and saucer, decorated with dog roses, oval dish 
decorated with cabbage roses, oval dish 
decorated with cherries, small conical bowl 
decorated with cabbage roses, frilled rim dish 
decorated with apples and a preserve jar 
decorated with blackberries. 
£50-100

285 A pair of Meissen porcelain, blue and white 
onion pattern oval shaped dishes, with pierced 
rims and blue crossed swords mark, 25.5 cm 
diameter. 
£40-80

286 Two antique French Faience pottery plates, both 
decorated with scattered foliate sprays, one 
28cm diameter, the other 22cm diameter. 
£20-50

287 A collection of four assorted Chinese porcelain 
saucer dishes, Qing Dynasty, one decorated 
with figures in a fenced garden, 15.5 cm 
diameter, one decorated with peony and 
scattered foliate sprays, 16cm diameter, one 
decorated with flowers, butterflies, birds and 
foliate sprays, 16cm diameter and another 
decorated with fruit, pine trees, blossom and ruyi 
fungus, 14.5cm diameter. 
£70-150

288 A 19th century mahogany Dutch church 
wardens pipe stand with brass liner together 
with a Goedewaagen clay pipe. 
£40-80

289 Bointaburet, Paris, a silvered metal and enamel 
circular inkwell, the hinged cover opening to 
reveal clear glass stopper, stamped marks, 
16cm diameter together with three assorted 
brass letter openers. 
£40-80

290 Tinos - an Art Deco Danish bronze circular dish, 
impressed marks, 16.5cm diameter. 
£50-100

291 Two silver mounted horn beakers, one 12cm 
high the other 6.5cm high. 
£50-100

292 Three antique snuff boxes to include a circular 
white metal mounted horn example, a 
rectangular pressed horn example with yellow 
metal inlay and a Donkey decorated box 
inscribed ‘When shall we three meet again’. 
£40-80

293 Four assorted 18th/ 19th century carved bone 
snuff spoons. 
£30-70
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294 A collection of assorted vintage coinage and 
bank notes, to include two Royal Bank of 
Scotland Robert Louis Stevenson, £1 bank 
notes, Jersey bank notes, Hungary bank notes, 
Brazilian bank notes, Bank of India bank notes, 
Turkish bank notes, Japanese, Mexican, 
Spanish, Canadian and Germany bank notes. 
Two Jack Nicklaus Royal Bank of Scotland £5 
notes and an Alexander Graham Bell £1 note, 
the coinage to include assorted crowns and 
Edward I London, white metal coin etc. 
£40-80

295 A Continental yellow metal fob watch, stamped 
18K, the inner cover with presentation 
inscription, the black and white Arabic numeral 
dial with subsidiary seconds dial, gross weight 
16.9 grams. 
£150-300

296 A 19th century yellow metal open faced pocket 
watch, the black and white dial with Roman 
numerals, overall diameter 38.7mm, together 
with Charles Stephen watch key. 
£150-300

297 A miniature Chinese porcelain vase, decorated 
with horses in pink, blue and green enamel, 
5.5cm high. 
£50-100

298 A rare early miniature Mauchline Ware 
cylindrical box and cover, the detachable cover 
decorated with huntsman on horseback, the 
sides with red and black hatched details, 2.7cm 
high x 2.9cm diameter. 
£50-100

299 Five African, Bamako, cold painted bronze 
figures, depicting figures from domestic life, 
approximately 7.5cm high. 
£20-50

300 A 19th century pewter mounted deer's hoof snuff 
mull Durie, Aberdeen, the underside of the 
hinged cover stamped with makers mark, 9cm 
long. 
£80-120

301 A 19th century silver mounted horn snuff mull 
with detachable cover, 19cm long 
£80-120

302 An early 19th century pewter powder horn by 
Durie, Aberdeen, the underside of the hinge 
cover stamped with makers mark, 37cm long. 
£80-120

303 An antique brass alphabet plaque teaching aid, 
the reverse inscribed 'St. Pauls AD1729', cast in 
relief with capital letters, 14.2cm x 6.5cm wide. 
£50-100

304 A collection of treen ware to include a Victorian 
lignum vitae pestle and mortar, the mortar 13cm 
high together with a pair of Victorian lignum 
vitae turned goblets, 15cm high and a 19th 
century treen goblet with later turned ball, 12cm 
high. 
£50-100

305 A collection of assorted shirt studs, cufflinks, tie 
pins etc. 
£20-50

306 A Glasgow silver pebble set and semi-precious 
stone set brooch together with a white metal, 
pebble and gem set plain brooch, and a 
Continental yellow mounted rectangular enamel 
brooch depicting an alpine landscape view. 
£40-80

307 A vintage ladies 9ct gold wristwatch, the oval 
dial with baton numerals, gross weight 8.4 
grams, together with a 9ct gold cased ladies 
wristwatch with yellow metal expandable strap 
and a silver cased wristwatch, the dial inscribed 
'Brownlee & Son, Edinburgh', with expandable 
bracelet strap. 
£70-150

308 A late 19th century yellow metal rope twist watch 
chain with T bar suspension, the clasp stamped 
15, 18.1 grams. 
£400-600

309 A 9ct gold bracelet stamped 375, 11.1 grams. 
£250-400

310 A gold and diamond chip three stone ring, size 
T, together with a 15ct gold and paste dress 
ring, ring size T, gross weight 5.5 grams. 
£100-200

311 A 9ct gold and garnet six stone hinged bangle, 
gross weight 6 grams. 
£50-100

312 A 9ct gold gate link bracelet with heart shaped 
lock, together with a pair of 9ct gold earrings, 
one lacking butterfly fixing, gross weight 6.2 
grams. 
£70-150

313 A white metal mounted agate topped octagonal 
shaped table snuff box, the interior stamped 
'850RMU', 9cm wide x 6cm deep, 2.2cm high. 
£50-100
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314 A late 19th century yellow metal and cameo set 
revolving locket brooch, 63.3 mm long, gross 
weight 50 grams. 
£70-150

315 A bag of assorted loose semi-precious 
gemstones. 
£40-80

316 A collection of seven assorted yellow metal stick 
pins. 
£40-80

317 A Scottish yellow metal pebble set and semi-
precious gem set brooch, of circular form, 39.9 
mm diameter, gross weight 14.6 grams. 
£40-80

318 An antique gilt metal seal wheel, set with six 
coloured stone seal, three with intaglio carved 
detail, three left vacant, 7cm long. 
£50-100

319 A 19th century rectangular horn snuff box, 
together with a white metal mounted horn salt 
cellar in the form of a coggie, together with 
corresponding spoon. 
£40-80

320 A vintage 9ct gold and garnet single stone ring, 
the stone loose, gross weight 5.7 grams. 
£50-100

321 A late 19th century yellow metal seal fob, with 
carnelian coloured insert, intaglio carved with 
fawn and cherub suspended on the triple strand 
fob chain, stamped 9ct, gross weight 22.9 
grams, together with two other yellow metal 
seals. 
£200-400

322 A pair of white metal and pearl drop earrings 
stamped 9ct, in red leather covered fitted box. 
£30-70

323 Emporio Armani, a gentlemans and ladies pair 
of wristwatches, the gentlemans watch with 
Arabic numerals and subsidiary seconds dial, 
the ladies watch with Roman numerals and 
subsidiary seconds dial, both boxed with 
instructions. 
£40-80

324 A box of assorted costume jewellery, necklaces 
etc. 
£40-80

325 A box of assorted costume jewellery. 
£50-100

326 A collection of assorted Scottish clan and 
feather brooches. 
£20-50

327 Three assorted 18th century English enamel 
snuff boxes to include a blue ground box with 
hinged cover decorated with bird and inscribed 
‘May the wings of friendship never want a 
feather’ and together with a later yellow ground 
oval shaped snuff box. 
£40-80

328 A large collection of assorted yellow metal and 
rolled gold heart-shaped and oval-shaped 
lockets, some suspended on chains. 
£40-80

329 A box of assorted costume jewellery to include 
triple strand coral necklace, assorted stone and 
quartz necklaces together with various sets of 
rosary beads. 
£40-80

330 A box of assorted of assorted costume jewellery. 

£50-100
331 A Collection of assorted modern dress rings. 

£40-80
332 Eight assorted antique pocket watch keys. 

£20-50
333 Four assorted vintage white metal cased pocket 

watch keys. 
£20-50

334 Malcolm Gray for Ortak Oak - a collection of 
silver jewellery items to include two pendants 
and chains, three brooches and a circular 
pendant. 
£40-80

335 Twelve silver and white metal pearl set dress 
rings. 
£30-70

336 Four assorted antique brass pipe tampers, to 
include one in the form of a hand holding a pipe. 

£20-50
337 Three assorted yellow metal pendant watches 

and chains, together with two other yellow metal 
pendant watches, examples by Benson Services 
& Smiths. 
£30-70

338 Six assorted vintage yellow metal watch 
brooches examples by Pinnacle Juvenia, Samba 
etc. 
£40-80

339 A collection of twenty-five assorted silver white 
and yellow metal dress rings. 
£30-70
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340 A collection of assorted Scottish white metal 
brooches. 
£40-80

341 A collection of assorted vintage Siamese white 
metal and sterling silver jewellery to include 
brooches, ear clips, bracelets, pendants and 
cufflinks. 
£40-80

342 A collection of thirteen assorted white metal 
dress rings all set with amethyst coloured 
stones. 
£30-70

343 Fifteen assorted silver and white metal rings. 
£30-70

344 A collection of eight assorted Shetland silver 
jewellery items to include various brooches and 
a pendant and chain. 
£40-80

345 A collection of six assorted circular shaped 
yellow metal round photograph fobs together 
with a similar photograph fob and rope twist 
chain. 
£30-70

346 A collection of fifteen assorted silver and white 
metal dress rings. 
£30-70

347 A collection of thirteen assorted white metal and 
marcasite jewellery pieces to include brooches 
and rings. 
£40-80

348 A collection of sixteen assorted silver and white 
metal dress rings. 
£30-70

349 Three assorted millefiori glass paperweights to 
include a green ground weight by Jack Allen, 
signed JA on a single pane, together with a 
Perthshire faceted weight decorated with 
hummingbird and flowers and another boxed 
weight decorated with flowers and foliage on a 
green ground. 
£50-100

349A A vintage Paul Ysart paperweight centred with a 
green fish on a purple ground with evenly 
spaced millefiori cane border, signed PY, 
67.6mm diameter, together with another clear 
and coloured glass paperweight centred with a 
green fish, signed PY on a single cane, 
approximately 85.7mm diameter. 
£50-100

350 A collection of pens to include Shaker USA 
fountain pen with 14K nib, two boxed Waterman 
ball point pens, a Parker propelling pencil and 
two other writing implements. 
£20-50

351 A vintage jewellery box containing assorted 
costume jewellery to include, a yellow metal 
bracelet stamped 9k Italy 1.5 grams, a 
Birmingham silver bangle, pearl necklaces, 
brooches, ladies wristwatches, bracelets, ring, 
etc 
£20-50

352 An Antique turned wooden Truncheon / Baton, 
with leather wrist strap, 39.5cm long. 
£10-30

353 An Antique tribal Knobkerrie, 59cm long. 
£20-50

354 An early 20th Century mahogany compact 
folding chess set (complete), together with a 
wooden slide top box containing items relating 
to the 'Parlour Game of Shuvette' by F.H. 
AYRES, LONDON, includes scoreboards, 25 
counters and rules sheet. 
£30-70

355 A small box of miscellaneous items to include 
costume jewellery brooches, trinket boxes, brass 
horse, sculpture of a female, knitting counter, 
etc. 
£10-30

356 A collection of six glass Magic Lantern slides 
depicting whimsical scenes, together with two 
hand wound Kaleidoscopes, and another glass 
slide. 
£40-80

357 A late 19th Century Scottish Voting / Ballot box, 
by 'W&J Milne. Makers. 126 Princes St 
Edinburgh', the embossed and gilded leather 
exterior, with hinged top opening to a purple 
velvet lined interior, with multiple brass hooks 
around the upper edge, 12cm high x 19cm wide 
x 14cm deep. 
£30-70

358 A late 19th/early 20th century leather cased set 
of Carl Zeiss Jena D.R.P. Feldstrecher Vergr +8 
binoculars, with inscribed numbers '3953' and 
'12058', the front left inscribed 'John N Roy 993 
Sauchiehall Glasgow...', the front right inscribed 
with initials 'JNR'. 
£40-80

359 A pair of Antique curling stone handles. 
£10-30
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360 An Antique metal mortar, 10cm high. 
£10-30

361 An Early 20th Century set of Postage scales 
with associated brass weights. 
£20-50

362 A leather cased set of binoculars by J Lizars ltd 
Edinburgh, Glasgow etc, Stepruva 9x35 model 
number 34273, retailer Ross London, together 
with a Zeiss 10x25 B binocular, and two 
monoculars comprising a Bino Prism No2 MKII 
X6 No171649 and a Tohyoh Tokyo 10x50 262ft 
at 1000yds coated optics. 
£20-50

363 A Japanese bronze twin handled urn & cover 
decorated with birds and foliage, 24cm high; 
together with a Japanese cup with two Dragon 
form handles and a border of birds and mixed 
foliage, 4cm high 
£20-50

364 A collection of assorted vintage childs toys to 
include, a Boxed Lesney matchbox superfast 
Volkswagen 1600TL, a boxed Lesney matchbox 
Rover 3500, animals, dolls, etc 
£10-30

365 A collection of vintage marbles, to include 
'Steelies', 'Cats eyes', and 'Milk glass' examples 
in various sizes and colours. 
£20-50

366 Sporting Memorabilia interest - A collection of 
assorted curling badges etc, together with 
assorted badges etc relating to the Rotary club. 
£30-70

367 A large collection of assorted Westminster 
Cupra-Nickel Royal Commemorative coins 
contained within a mahogany box and 
shortbread tin, together with 1999 Falkland 
Islands Brilliant Uncirculated coin collection and 
a mahogany sovereign display case. 
£50-100

368 A late 19th/ early 20th century mahogany cased 
set of twelve EP and mother of pearl fish knifes 
and forks. 
£20-50

369 A cased set of six napkin rings and six duck form 
menu card holders. 
£10-30

370 Fishing Interest - a group of four fishing reels 
comprising a Hardy Bros ltd 'The Hardex Reel' 
No1 Mk.III, a vintage Columbian No.66 reel, a 
Shakespeare OMNI 020 2000 series reel, and a 
D.A.M quick 3 Pirate reel. 
£40-80

371 Fishing Interest - a group of four fly fishing reels 
comprising a J.W.Young & sons 'Beaudex' 3 1/4 
inch reel, a K.P.Morritt 'Intrepid' 3 1/2 inch reel, 
and two antique brass 2 1/2 inch reels, together 
with a small box of fly ties. 
£40-80

372 Four bottles to include a Remy Martin XO 
special fine champagne cognac in original box, 
70cl, a Remy Martin V.S.O.P. fine champagne 
cognac in original box, 70cl, a Hennessy very 
special cognac, in original box 70cl, a Martell 
V.S. cognac, in box for year 2000, 70cl 
£40-80

373 Three bottles; a Lanson white label champagne, 
Reims-France, 75cl, a Moët & Chandon 
champagne 1977 Silver Jubilee cuvee, Epernay-
France, a Moët & Chandon champagne 
Première cuvée, Epernay-France, 75cl. 
£40-80

374 One bottle of Cockburn's 1967 vintage port, 
Cockburn Smithes & co Ltd London. 
£40-80

375 Two boxed bottles; Johnnie Walker Black Label 
old scotch whisky aged 12years, 1L, together 
with a Boxed Limited edition Johnnie Walker 
Special collection, in celebration of 500 years of 
scotch whisky distilling containing five miniature 
bottles, a Red label, a Black label, a Gold label, 
Cardhu, and a Johnnie walker liqueur. 
£30-70

376 One Bottle; KRUG vintage 1985 champagne, 
Reims, France, in original fitted box. 75cl 
£100-200

377 Three bottles of Port to include Royal Oporto 
Wine Co, Vinho Do Porto Colheita De 1963, all 
three bottled in 1976, 75cl (CV # 551567, 
551692, 551910). 
£50-100

378 Two bottles of Johnnie Walker Green label Pure 
Malt scotch whisky 15 year old, each with 
personalised labels 'Ryder Cup Valderrama 
1997 J.A.C. Clark, ' Ryder Cup Valderrama 
1997 Doris M. Clark, each 700ml. 
£50-100

379 Five bottles to include a boxed Courvoisier V.S. 
Cognac, 70cl, A boxed Courvoisier V.S.O.P fine 
champagne, 50cl, a Courvoisier V.S. Cognac 
,70cl, a Courvoisier Napoleon fine champagne 
old liqueur cognac, 700ml and a Courvoisier 
Jarnac France V.S. cognac, 1L. 
£40-80
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380 Seven bottles; Four Pino Grigio Vino Spumante 
Brut, 750ml, one Asbach Uralt Brandy 24 1/2 
fl.oz, one Rainwater vin madeira wine, 750ml, 
one Swellendam Wildebraam youngberry 
liqueur, 500ml 
£30-70

381 Three bottles, a Pol Roger Champagne Brut 
1990 vintage, 750ml, a Pol Roger Champagne 
Brut 1995 vintage reserve, a Pol Roger 
Champagne extra cuvee de reserve, 75cl, and 
each contained within a Pol Roger Sir Winston 
Churchill edition box. 
£40-80

382 A collection of assorted whisky miniatures to 
include Connoisseur's Choice Highland single 
malt Scotch whisky, Glencadam 1974 together 
with various others and assorted other miniature 
spirits. 
£50-100

383 Four bottles, a Cockburn's special reserve port, 
75cl, a Cockburn's port Anno late bottled 
vintage, 1992, 75cl, an Osborne ten years old 
tawney, 750ml, and a Taylor's vintage port, 1985
 bottled in 1987, 75cl. 
£30-70

384 Three bottles, a Sakura-Masamune Japanese 
sake with sake server and four cups in original 
box, a Hakutsuru-Sake in original box, and a 
Kweichow Moutai. 
£20-50

385 Six bottles, one Chateau Grand-Puy-Lacoste 
Pauillac 1996, 750 ml, one Mouton-Cadet 
Bordeaux, 1987, 75 cl, one Chateau D'Angludet 
Margaux 1996, 75cl, one Chateau Haut 
Bellegarde, Bordeaux 2004, 75 cl, one Roc De 
Lussac, 1998, 75cl, and one Chateau de Francs, 
2000, Bordeax-Cotes de Francs, 750ml. 
£40-80

386 An antique folding induction coil, the side with 
plaque inscribed 'MAT.MED.UNIV.ABDN.' 
£30-70

387 A late 19th Century Malacca riding crop with 
detailed gilt handle, the top inscribed 'G. 
Gregory', the collar with indistinct stamp mark, 
approximately 85cm long. 
£30-70

388 Hamilton & Inches, Edinburgh, an oak cased 
Elliott clock together with an early 20th century 
mahogany and inlaid mantle clock with roman 
numeral dial, the reverse of the movement 
inscribed 'France'. 
£20-50

389 A mahogany mantle clock with floral basket 
centre finial and six acorn finials above six full 
columns, the Arabic numeral dial with floral 
borders and single train movement, 29cm high. 
£20-50

390 An Edwardian inlaid mahogany mantle clock of 
gothic arched form, with shaped brass carry 
handles and brass bun feet; the white enamelled 
dial with black Arabic numerals and gilded 
hands, the twin train movement striking on a 
coiled gong, pendulum present, 27cm high. 
£30-70

391 A late 19th century marble and gilt metal 
mounted clock garniture, the clock with circular 
enamel dial bearing Arabic numerals and floral 
garland, the twin train movement striking on a 
bell, the case with ribbon tied floral garlands and 
urn shaped surmount, 44.5cm high x 28cm wide; 
together with a pair of matching urns ensuite, 
35cm high. 
£70-150

392 A late 19th/early 20th century gilt wood wall 
sconce, previously converted to electricity, 24cm 
high. 
£20-50

393 A W.F.Stanley & Co. Ltd., London surveyors 
scope and brass rule in original fitted box. 
£40-80

394 WWI / Militaria interest - A WWI shell casing 
inscribed, 'Don" Battery R.F.A. Sulva Bay 
Gallipoli 1915 .H.S.W.', the underside with 
various marks to include 'C.F., 18PR II, LOT324, 
B.S.O, 6/15' etc, 29cm high. 
£30-70

394A An antique beadwork table screen centered with 
floral detail surrounded by a stylised border with 
frilled edges and mounted to a brass stand, 
51.5cm high. 
£30-70

395 A late 19th / early 20th century oak cased table/ 
bracket clock, the case with brass carry handle, 
lion mask detail on the sides and raised on four 
brass bracket from feet, the brass dial with 
spandrels of winged faces, the silvered chapter 
ring with Roman numerals and Arabic numeral 5
 minute markers, the twin train movement 
striking on a coiled gong, 28cm high. 
£40-80

396 An antique slate and marble mantle clock with 
etched floral details, the white enamel dial with 
Roman numerals and twin train movement 
striking on a bell, 27cm high. 
£20-50
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397 A Meiji period Japanese marquetry table 
cabinet, the upper section with tambor shutter 
opening to reveal two drawers, above an open 
recess(presumed to be lacking a drawer), 
22.5cm high, 24cm wide, and 11cm deep. 
£30-70

398 A late 19th century mahogany painters box, the 
hinged top opening to a fitted interior containing 
remnants from various paints, ceramic mixing 
palette above a single slide out drawer 
containing five additional palettes together with 
an early 20th century artists portable palette / 
easel. 
£30-70

399 One volume of The Cabinet-Maker and 
Upholsterer's drawing book in three parts, by T. 
Sheraton, 1791 
£80-120

400 A collection of assorted unframed pictures, 
prints and engravings to include hunting scenes, 
coaching print, engraving of Aberdeen from 
above the chain bridge, an engraving of Port 
Glasgow, two Victor Venner prints titled 'The 
Bankers Check' and the Curate's Prayer' etc. 
£20-50

401 A model of Admiral Adam Duncan, 1st Viscount 
Duncan and four silver coloured buttons, 
reputed to have belonged to him, each struck 
with a ship in the centre, contained within a 
glass domed display case, 48cm high. 
Provenance, the current is vendor is a 
descendant of Admiral Adam Duncan, 1st 
Viscount Duncan and the buttons have passed 
down by decent. 
£100-200

402 One volume in part, 'The 100 Best Pictures, 
copyright Charles Letts & Co, part VIII' together 
with a large scrapbook containing 20th century 
newspaper clippings of Scottish landscape 
scenes. 
£20-50

403 Tribal Art Interest, two carved wooden 
sculptures of figures standing on top of each 
other, 103cm and 83cm high. 
£20-50

404 A Royal Dux porcelain figure of a boy riding a 
donkey, impressed marks, no.1989, 376cm 
high. 
£50-100

405 Two Art Nouveau Royal Dux porcelain figures, 
both modelled with a lady by a shell well, 
impressed marks, no.1047, 24cm high; and 
no.1049, 25.5cm high (2). 
£50-100

406 A late 20th Century Chinese painted porcelain 
square plaque by AiQin Cao (B. 1954), of two 
Pekingese dogs by a tree & poem of prosperity, 
overall frame dimensions 40.5cm x 40.5cm, in a 
fitted case printed with information about the 
artist. 
£200-400

407 An early 20th century Japanese Satsuma 
buddha figure, the underside with painted 
marks, 24cm high. 
£40-80

408 A Japanese Satsuma vase later mounted as a 
table lamp and shade, the vase 31cm high. 
£30-70

409 A collection of Chinese and Japanese wares, to 
include two cloisonne ware vases, a blue and 
white teapot, sugar bowl and cover, a Chinese 
black ground teapot with floral details and six 
matching cups and a vintage hand painted fan, a 
gold coloured ground with white peacock detail 
and prunus blossom. 
£20-50

410 A collection of EPNS to include fiddle pattern 
flatwares, a Falstaff cake slice, two oval entree 
dishes and a muffin dish and cover inscribed 
'Enjoy the crumpet, well you may, on this your 
silver wedding day'. 
£20-50

411 A resin sculpture of a leopard on a branch, 
mounted to a wooden plinth. 
£30-70

412 A Mettlach German pottery Beer Stein with 
pewter hinged cover, decorated with two 
medieval figures drinking ' Ein Glas beim Freund 
ist gut gemeint!', by C Worth, the underside with 
impressed marks Mettlach VB 1932, 23cm high, 
together with a cut glass Beer Stein with pewter 
hinged cover with figural finial & thumb piece, 
29cm high. 
£20-50
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413 A group of 19th century and later porcelain and 
ceramics to include a 19th century Pearlware 
Toby jug in form of a seated male holding a 
pitcher of ale; a 19th century Staffordshire 
bocage figure group of male & female musicians 
with sheep; a pair of 19th century blue printed 
Toby jug cruets formed as portly gentlemen, one 
with a pierced tricorn hat, the other a dished hat; 
a late 19th century continental porcelain figure 
of a boy holding an axe; an English porcelain 
figure group of a boy holding a basket of fruit; a 
pair of Staffordshire style pottery highlanders; a 
Tam O' Shanter figure number 2687, and a 
Souter Johnnie figure number 2688 etc. 
£40-80

414 A circa 1930's Gray's pottery part coffee set of 
yellow, grey and black banded - plain design , 
pattern number 8793. 
£20-50

415 A Danish modernist four-piece silver-plated 
tea/coffee set by Carl Cohr, the underside 
marked, Cohr, DENMARK, EPNS, and torch 
within a bordered lozenge. 
£50-100

416 A Beswick pottery nesting hen, with impressed 
marks to base BESWICK ENGLAND 2306, 
20cm high, together with three other nesting 
hens. 
£30-70

417 A 20th century Hammersley bone china 
'Dresden Sprays' pattern part teaset. 
£30-70

418 Three pieces of antique terracotta glazed clay 
pottery comprising a Kashubian style pottery jug 
bordered with a stylised floral motif, 15cm high, 
together with two Redware style pottery bowls, 
one with spotted decoration, 24cm diameter, the 
other with striped decoration(Repaired with 
staples), 23.5cm diameter. 
£20-50

419 A group of four Royal Doulton lady figures 
comprising, Fair Lady HN 2835, Fair Lady HN 
2193, Southern Belle HN 2229, Sheila HN 2742 
£20-50

420 A group of nine Royal Doulton figures 
comprising, Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth II 2nd 
June 1983 to celebrate the 30th anniversary of 
the coronation HN 2878 limited edition number 
1183 of 2500 modelled by Eric Griffiths, Her 
Majesty Queen Elizabeth II HN 3440 limited 
edition number 1019 of 3500 modelled by Peter 
A Gee, H.M. Queen Elizabeth the Queen Mother 
4th August 1980 to celebrate her 80th birthday 
HN 2882 limited edition number 950 of 1500, 
HM Queen Elizabeth the Queen Mother HN 
3944 limited edition number 449 of 5000 
modelled by Alan Maslankowski with certificate 
of authenticity, HM Queen Elizabeth the Queen 
Mother HN 4086 limited edition number 1112 of 
2000 modelled by Alan Maslankowski with 
certificate of authenticity, Lady Diana Spencer 
HN 2885 worldwide edition number 496 of 1500 
modelled by Eric J Griffiths, H.R.H The Prince of 
Wales HN2883 worldwide edition number 496 of 
1500, H.R.H Prince Phillip Duke of Edinburgh 
HN 2386 worldwide edition number 1183 of 
1500, His Holiness Pope John Paul II HN 2888 
designed by Eric J Griffiths, together with a 
Royal Doulton parian bust of HM Queen 
Elizabeth the Queen Mother limited edition 
number 67 of 2000 modelled by Do Phillips with 
certificate of authenticity. 
£50-100

421 A collection of EPNS Kings pattern flatware, 
together with a Kings pattern serving spoon. 
£20-50

422 A Chinese carved bamboo cylindrical storage jar 
and cover, the carved panels depicting phoenix 
birds and figures in a rural setting, 14.5cm high x 
11.5cm diameter, together with a Japanese 
wooden cylindrical storage box and cover, the 
cover top with carving of Mount Fuji, the exterior 
with textured finish, 8cm high x 11cm diameter. 
£30-70

423 Three Staffordshire style houses, together with a 
small Chinese blue and white ginger jar and 
cover. 
£10-30

424 A 19th century salt glazed pottery jug/pitcher 
moulded in relief in the manner of Ridgeway, 
25cm high. 
£20-50

425 Three stone vases, to include a vase with fossil 
inclusions, and two assorted onyx hard stone 
vases. 
£20-50
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426 Two Lladro porcelain figures of Geisha girls, 
'Sayonara' and 'Chrysanthemum' each with 
incised marks to base. 
£20-50

427 A Royal Worcester limited edition model of 
Wellington modelled by Bernard Winskill, model 
number 367/750 with certificate of authenticity, 
together with a Beswick model of a horse titled 
'Harvey'. 
£50-100

428 Delft floral pattern blue and white wall dish, with 
scalloped edge, the underside with Makkun 
factory mark and lettering 'N.V.WIJNNE & 
BARENDS' CARGADOORS EN 
AGENTUURKANTOREN, DELFZIJL-
GRONINGEN, 29cm diameter. 
£20-50

429 A 20th century stoneware plate with fossil 
inclusions, 24cm diameter. 
£10-30

430 A collection of assorted animal figures to include 
examples by Royal Copenhagen, Highbank 
porcelain, Alasdair Dunn pottery, USSR, Mtarfa 
glassblowers Malta etc. 
£40-80

431 An early 20th Century Japanese porcelain Imari 
jar and cover of ribbed ovoid form, 25cm high 
£20-50

432 A group of five model bird figures comprising a 
limited edition Albany fine china model of a Jay, 
modelled by David Burnham-Smith, model 
number 13/250 with certificate of authenticity, a 
Royal Crown Derby model of a barn owl, a 
Country Artists model of a barn owl, a Border 
Fine Arts figure of a barn owl on a wheel and a 
Border Fine Arts finesse figure of an owl. 
£40-80

433 Two Boehm limited edition models of birds 
comprising, yellow hammers on hawthorn no 
322/350 with certificate of authenticity and a 
grey wag tail with lords and ladies, no 91/300 
with certificate of authenticity. 
£40-80

434 Three Boehm limited edition models of flowers, 
comprising, silver jubilee rose number 17/100, 
with certificate of authenticity; Honeysuckle with 
butterflies, number 51 of 750 with certificate of 
authenticity; and a peach rose with moon daisies 
and aspidistra no.221/350 with certificate of 
authenticity. 
£50-100

435 A group of three Dunmore pottery items, each 
with impressed mark 'Dunmore' comprising a 
green, blue and yellow glazed vase 19cm high, 
a red, blue and yellow glazed scalloped edge 
bowl 5cm high, a red glazed three footed planter 
with foliate border 7.5cm high 9.5cm diameter, 
together with a similar blue glazed twin handled 
pottery urn 11.5cm high. 
£50-100

436 A group of four Dunmore green & brown glazed 
pottery items, each with impressed 'Dunmore' 
mark, comprising a twin handled vase 13cm 
High, a barrel (no cover) 11.5cm high, a 
scalloped form jug 7cm high, a scalloped edged 
three footed cauldron 7cm, together with a 
similar pot and cover 6.5cm high 
£50-100

437 Photography interest - an antique Rolleicord 
Compur camera in original leather fitted case, a 
Western Master two universal exposure meter in 
original leather fitted case, a box of 
miscellaneous camera equipment and lenses, 
together with a large camera lens. 
£40-80

438 Four pairs of Staffordshire style shredded clay 
King Charles spaniels together with various 
other Staffordshire style dog figures and a 
Capodimonte figure of a hunting dog. 
£40-80

439 Four pieces of Royal Crown Derby comprising 
two lozenge comports and matching lozenge 
shaped dishes, the dishes with impressed marks 
'Derby 11-12' and painted pattern number 6610. 
£30-70

440 A Victorian Royal Worcester blue and white 
cabinet plate decorated with gold leaf, the 
underside with Victorian lozenge mark, 23cm 
diameter; a Royal Corona Ware Rosetta 
patterned basin no.5342 by S. Handcock & Son; 
a W&R ceramic flower form vase, the underside 
with painted marks and RD no.101007; and a 
Majolica style green glazed pottery planter / 
jardiniere. 
£30-70

441 A hand painted part dinner service by Grays 
pottery, designed by Susie Cooper, the 
underside with painted pattern number 7938. 
£30-70

442 An antique Kashmiri ware hand painted 
candlestick, 30cm high. 
£20-50
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443 A group of seven Royal Doulton character jugs 
comprising, Sancho Panca D6461 COPR 1956, 
North American Indian D6614 COPR 1966, 
Beefeaters COPR 1946, Jarge COPR 1949, 
John Peel, Monty, and a unnamed jester 
together with a Sandland Character ware 
'Weller' character jug, and a Burleigh ware 
Churchill "Victory" toby jug by Burgess & Leigh 
ltd. 
£20-50

444 Six Cristal D' Arques crystal whisky glasses / 
tumblers. 
£10-30

445 A group of Chinese and Japanese ceramics to 
include two Japanese Imari pattern plates; a 
Chinese blue and white teapot; a Chinese blue 
and white mug / tankard; and a Chinese metal 
trinket box in the form of a duck. 
£20-50

446 A cranberry and clear cut glass goblet, 25cm 
high together with a Stewart crystal clear cut 
footed glass vase, 22cm high 
£30-70

447 An alabaster sculpture of The Diana of 
Versailles or Artemis, the ancient Greek 
Goddess of the Hunt, 32cm high, also known as 
Diana Huntress / Diana of Ephesus. 
£30-70

448 Four Royal Doulton lady figures from the 
Queens of the Realm series, comprising Queen 
Victoria HN3125, Queen Anne HN3141, Mary, 
Queen of the Scots HN3142 and a Queen 
Elizabeth 1, HN3099 
£20-50

449 A Vallauris pottery swan by P. Perret, the 
underside with painted marks / signature, 19cm 
high. 
£40-80

450 A collection of mixed ceramics to include to 
Cantagalli frilled rim side plates, the undersides 
with Rooster mark, probably 20th century; a 
Cantagalli charger decorated with corn, the 
underside with painted mark; a Poole pottery 
Agean pattern charger decorated with an owl, 
the underside with painted marks and signature 
'J.Brewer'; four Honiton Pottery yellow side 
plates, a Syco Sweden Pottery apple shaped 
dish, the underside with impressed marks and 
no.4112; a Jerome Massier yellow pottery vase, 
the underside with impressed marks; a Zenith 
Gouda pottery ovoid vase and an Akeby side 
dish, the underside with impressed marks 
'Akeby 59 A.L.T.'. 
£40-80

451 A small box of plated wares comprising two 
small bottle stands, Walker and Hall flatware 
with DM, cutlery rests and a pewter hip flask. 
£10-30

452 A collection of assorted Edinburgh crystal 
glassware to include tumblers, champagne 
flutes, jar and covers etc. 
£40-80

453 A 20th century Booths "Real Old Willow" pattern 
part teaset, pattern number A8025, together with 
a mid-20th century Foley bone china part teaset, 
the light blue ground with coloured floral details 
and gilded accents, pattern number 2336. 
£20-50

454 A Japanese eggshell part tea set together with 
various other assorted Chinese/Japanese 
wares. 
£30-70

455 Two Villeroy and Boch blue and white transfer 
printed wall plates/chargers by A.Heide, both 
with impressed marks 1044 and painted marks 
DEC.5079 and DEC5080, both 44.5cm 
diameter. 
£40-80

456 An Aynsley china part tea set with black border 
and richly gilded accents 
£20-50

457 A collection of EPNS wares to include assorted 
flatware with various monograms, toast rack, 
bottle stand, cased two piece serving set, cased 
desert set, sauceboat etc. 
£30-70

458 A Spode Camilla pattern part dinner set, printed 
marks. 
£40-80
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459 A group of mixed wares to include; a Moorcroft 
ashtray, a Shelly 'late foley' bud vase with 
painted marks to base 8524, a Portmeirion 
'Birds of Britain Little Egret' baluster vase, a 
Poole pottery vase, a Aynsley 'Mischief' mug, a 
blue art glass scent bottle with indistinct acid 
etched signature on base, etc. 
£20-50

460 A collection of mainly Nursery Rhyme themed 
ceramics to include a Limited Edition Piglet 
sugar bowl from the Christopher Robin nursery 
set by Ashtead Potters Ltd, Epsom no.23/24, 
design no.740056; an Aynsley mug 'Goosey 
Goosey Gander'; an Aynsley mug 'Up! & Up!, 
Round & Round!'' a Royal Doulton side plate 
'Little Miss Moffat', the underside with painted 
marks 'D2833'; a pottery mug 'Little Miss Moffat', 
a Carltonware mug decorated with geese and 
dog; a Paragon side plate from the Playtime 
Series 'Puss-Cats love a fallen leaf, they love a 
game of ball, bumpy rides across the grass they 
love the best of all'; and a R. Thomson Chemist 
Elgin cod liver oil cream measuring spoon. 
£20-50

461 A late 19th/early 20th Century Clyde pottery 
'Mayflower' pattern transfer printed oval ashet, 
the underside with stamp mark C.P.COY, 45cm 
wide. 
£10-30

462 Two vintage cameras comprising an 'AGFA JGE 
F:8.b Billy-Clack' camera in carry case, and a 
'Kodak Brownie Cresta 3' camera with user 
manual and Kodak carry case. 
£20-50

463 A collection of EPNS to include a twin-handled 
serving tray with pierced border raised on four 
claw and ball feet; a cased set of six teaspoons 
and sugar tongs with additional knife and spoon 
by A.F. Dalgleish Watchmaker, Jeweller & 
Silversmith, Perth; a sugar sifter and small ladle 
with 'D' monogram; a plated biscuit basket 
together with a cased set of six Sheffield silver 
handled knives and a twin-handled serving tray 
inscribed 'Elizabeth R 1953' with the Royal 
Crest. 
£40-80

464 A collection of Studio Pottery to include a 
Puigdemont plate decorated with a fish; a 
Buchan bowl with painted marks to underside; 
an Edinbane pottery dish and various other 
examples. 
£30-70

465 A Wedgwood 'Jade' pattern part tea set/dinner 
service, together with a Wedgwood part tea set, 
pattern number W4147, and four Aynsley 
teacups. 
£20-50

466 A large collection of EPNS and other mixed 
metalwares to include two EP salvers with 
presentation inscriptions; two three piece 
teasets; a pair of bottle stands; various cased 
sets; loose flatware; toast rack etc. 
Teapot - Ivory Act 2018 (2022) compliant with 
non-transferable APHA registration, reference 
WUYLZ9UX. 
£50-100

467 A collection of assorted cut glassware to include 
whisky tumblers; two jars and covers; jug; 
basket etc. 
£20-50

468 A 19th century hand-painted part teaset with 
Chinoiserie decoration. 
£40-80

469 A Cochran of Glasgow rose and lily patterned 
transfer printed footed bowl together with two 
other transfer printed footed bowls and a 
Lesbury Setemware tureen base. 
£10-30

470 Two Chinese cloisonne duck form trinket boxes 
and hardwood stands in fitted cases. 
£30-70

471 A collection of EPNS to include a circular entrée 
dish; a rectangular entrée dish, components of 
entrée dish; hot water pot; twin handled bowl; 
trays etc. 
£20-50

472 A matched part teaset with some pieces bearing 
Hammersley & Co stamp and some pieces 
bearing Davenport stamp with Victorian lozenge 
mark. 
£30-70

473 A boxed Christy's of London Imperial Quality top 
hat; a Tress & Co of London top hat with 
retailers mark 'James Selby & Co, Montrose', 
together with a boxed Battersby London hat 
made for Newsmith Bros, Dundee and two pairs 
of gloves. 
£50-100

474 Two late 19th / early 20th century brass and 
glass paraffin lamps. 
£40-80

475 Two late 19th / early 20th century brass and 
glass paraffin lamps. 
£40-80
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476 A pair of EPNS three light candelabra, the 
undersides with stickers 'Hecworth Old Sheffield 
Reproduction no.017'. 
£20-50

477 A scarce and rare edition of The Dundee Weekly 
Advertiser, Vol.I, Friday January 16 1801. 
£20-50

478 A collection of mainly pewter ware to include a 
serving tray with four cabochons, four piece 
teaset, embossed dishes etc, together with an 
Eastern embossed brass bowl with elephant 
head and ring handles. 
£20-50

479 A group of nine wooden carvings to include to 
Balinese figural busts, various wall hangings etc. 

£30-70
480 An early 20th century oak cased Architectural 

form mantle clock, with Roman numeral dial and 
twin train movement. 
£20-50

481 A 19th century Spode Greek pattern blue and 
white transfer printed Well & Tree type ashet, 
impressed Spode mark, 47.5cm wide. 
£40-80

482 A group of mixed metalwares to include an oak 
cased set of six fish knives and forks with 
serving fork and knife, a pair of EP bon bon 
dishes, a pair of brass candlesticks, a copper 
vesta holder, a brass pin dish, a cased set 
containing two EP spoons and knives and a 
cased set containing mother of pearl handled 
fish knife and another similar mother of pearl 
handled fish knife. 
£20-50

483 An early 20th century Bisto chinoiserie pattern 
ewer and basin, a J&MP Bell & Co jug with 
pictorial panels of Prince of Wales and Princess 
Alexandria, a Crown Pottery Doris vase in the 
Art Nouveau taste, and a transfer printed ewer 
of floral design (makers marks rubbed). 
£30-70

484 A group of eleven figures to include three 
Hummels, two Capodimonte figures of 
musicians, a Lladro girl no 5646, a parian ware 
figure of a young boy, 2W.H.GOS parian ware 
busts of Sir Walter Scott etc. 
£20-50

485 A collection of 20th century Art Deco style wares 
to include a Fantastique pattern bowl by Clarice 
Cliff, five conical shaped cups and four matching 
saucers, together with four assorted jugs. 
£30-70

486 A vintage pond yacht hull, 16cm high, 54cm 
long, 12cm deep 
£10-30

487 Two antique Masons ironstone china hydra jugs 
/ pitchers, the first in the 'Pagoda' pattern, 
number 1365, 29cm high and the last decorated 
with a Chinese blue dragon with gilded details, 
pattern number 8774, 28cm high 
£30-70

488 A late 19th / early 20th century brass and glass 
paraffin lamp, 81cm high. 
£40-80

489 An early 20th century oil lamp, with twin 'Duplex' 
burner adjusters, above an opaque green glass 
font with painted floral details mounted to a cast 
metal base, 55cm high; together with an early 
20th century oil lamp with brass font mounted to 
a black-painted cast metal base, 53cm high. 
£20-50

490 Kitchenalia - A large early 20th century white 
enamelled EGGS bin with C shaped carry 
handles, 32cm high 
£20-50

491 Fishing interest- An antique wicker fishing creel, 
24cm high. 
£20-50

492 A collection of 19th Century and later Blue & 
White transfer printed ceramics to include, a J & 
M P Bell & co 'Triumphal Car' pattern well and 
tree type ashet, 51cm wide, a 'Willow' pattern 
oval ashet, a J & M P B & co 'Willow' pattern 
dish and cover, a J & M P B & Co 'Triumphal 
Car' pattern bowl, a J & M P B & Co 'Neuilly' 
pattern footed bowl, and a J & M P B & co 
'Auchinleck' pattern wash pot and a 'Jeddo' 
pattern jug. 
£30-70
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493 A mixed group of items to include a Welsh brass 
miners lamp with plaque for 'E. Thomas & 
Williams Ltd makers, Aberdare, Wales 
Cambryan 69888'; a brass Milli-amperes, 
Marconi's Wireless Telegraph Co Ltd, London 
36117, a Swedish brass blow-torch by Sievert; a 
cased Allbrit Polar Planimetere in original fitted 
case, the instrument inscribed '25472'; a Kristian 
Kirks bakelite telephone with extension speaker 
and a Simpson 260 series 6M Analogue Multi-
Meter. 
£40-80

494 An early 20th century stoneware circular bowl 
with shell-shaped handles and three short bun 
feet, 13.5cm high x 30cm diameter approx. 
£20-50

495 A collection of antique and later brass and 
copper wares to include a circular embossed 
wall plaque centred with a lion; an incised 
circular dish depicting animals; a rectangular 
serving tray with incised figural details; an 
Eastern embossed brass jug; and a large 
embossed bowl with floral motif border centred 
with a winged lion. 
£40-80

496 An antique book press inscribed 'Cadwell 
Brothers, Waterloo Place, Edinburgh'. 
£20-50

497 A late 19th century mahogany and parquetry 
inlaid storage box; an Elliot Clock, Hamilton & 
Inches, Edinburgh; a wooden barley twist 
column table lamp and a glass table lamp. 
£20-50

498 A Viners Traditional Bead canteen of cutlery in 
mahogany display case. 
£30-70

499 Automotive interest - A montage of six assorted 
car badges, mounted in a wooden frame with 
red baize backing comprising, a Royal 
Automobile Club Associate badge number, 
N63339, a Spanish RAC Real Automovil Club 
De Espana badge, a 1906-1930 AA car badge 
number 954998. a 1962-1963 AA car badge 
number 7C57000, an AA Relay badge, and 
another car badge with crest above latin 
inscription 'Cum Scientia Humanitas' with 
additional inscription FAULAH below mounting 
screws. 
£20-50

500 A late 19th / early 20th century brass and glass 
paraffin lamp, the font with hand-painted floral 
details. 
£30-70

501 Three metal work animal figures comprising a 
recumbent lion; an owl and one other bird. 
£10-30

502 Kitchenalia - two graduated copper jelly pans; a 
Swan jelly pan; a Mason Cash & Co ceramic 
mixing bowl and a copper hot water pot. 
£20-50

503 A Cooper Ludlam part table canteen of cutlery 
and flatware. 
£40-80

504 An antique spun glass frigger, in the form of a 
three masted sailing ship with figures climbing 
the rigging, three smaller two masted ships and 
lighthouse, contained within a glass domed 
display case, 48cm high, 48cm wide, 24cm deep 

£50-100
505 Two late 19th / early 20th century brass, glass 

and ceramic paraffin lamps. 
£40-80

506 Five assorted glass decanters and stoppers. 
£20-50

507 A collection of boxed crystal glassware 
comprising to Edinburgh Crystal brandy glasses; 
a Stuart Crystal flora etched bowl; a Glenagles 
Crystal decanter and six tumblers from the St 
Andrews collection and another Gleneagles 
Crystal boxed decanter and four shot glasses, 
together with a purple glass vase etched 'Bob - 
Rena 21.10.95' and bride and groom contained 
within an Edinburgh Crystal box. 
£30-70

508 A 19th century Scot & Henry Family Bible, 
together with one volume 'Heroes of the Bible' 
by Manuel Komroff, illustrated by Robert J. Lee. 
£20-50

509 A collection of EPNS to include an oak part 
canteen of cutlery, a cased set of six dessert 
forks with a twin-pronged fork, a cased set of six 
teaspoons, loose flatware etc. 
£30-70
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510 A collection of late 19th/early 20th century 
stoneware comprising four stoneware jars, one 
with a paper label for Special Breakfast 
Marmalade, made by the Army & Navy stores 
Limited, Victoria Street, Westminster, SW1 15S, 
a late 19th century Scottish stoneware jar with 
inverted shell shaped handles and patterned 
borders with impressed mark misstruck for 
Buchan Portobello, a stoneware preserve jar 
and cover, with circular patterned border and 
recessed cover, and two stoneware flagons. 
£30-70

511 A large Limoges porcelain wash basin with 
hand-painted details of dog roses and gilded 
accents, the underside with stamped mark A. 
Lanternier, Limoges, France, 39.5cm diameter. 
£20-50

512 A late 19th century hand-painted part wash set 
comprising ewer, basin, soap dish and 
toothbrush holder, decorated with floral details, 
black twin pin-stripe border and gilded rim, the 
tooth brush holder with paint mark to underside 
'9020'. 
£20-50

513 A Royal Albert 'Old Country Roses' part tea set. 
£30-70

514 Whisky memorabilia interest - a collection of 
Beneagles scotch whisky novelty items to 
include, Beswick sportsman flasks, Beswick 
Historic buildings, Beswick Loch Ness Monsters, 
Beswick Haggis, Beswick Badger, Beswick 
Seal, Beswick Squirrel, Two Beswick Otters, a 
boxed Dirk form decanter, ashtray etc, for Peter 
Thomson of Perth Ltd. 
£40-80

515 A mixed group of Chinese items comprising a 
Chinese porcelain crackle glazed warrior dish, a 
Chinese porcelain ginger jar and cover, a carved 
wooden figure of Confucius, a carved wooden 
figure of a Chinese lady, a Chinese bronze Koro 
and Cover, a wooden tri-footed stand, together 
with a black laquered fan with floral design. 
£40-80

516 A collection of Royal Doulton comprising; 
Valerie HN2107, Afternoon Tea HN1747, 
Ninette HN2379, four cat figures HN2580 
HN2581 HN2582 HN2583, six assorted 
character jugs 'Dick Turpin' 'Sam Weller' 'Sairey 
Gamp' 'Fatboy' and two others, and a Royal 
Doulton bowl D3227. 
£40-80

517 Whisky memorabilia interest - five boxed Royal 
Doulton bird form decanters comprising a boxed 
The Famous Grouse Royal Doulton Scotch 
Whisky decanter, four boxed Whyte & Mackay 
Royal Doulton owl form decanters x2 Tawny 
owl, x1 Barn Owl, x1 Snowy owl, together with a 
unboxed Royal Doulton Fish Eagle Decanter 
modelled by John G Longue 1984, Flight of the 
fish eagle natural brandy product of South 
Africa. 
£30-70

518 Whisky memorabilia interest - a collection of 
Beneagles scotch whisky novelty items to 
include, fourteen curling stones, one larger 
curling stone, five whisky barrels, three 
Carltonware decanters with raised eagle detail, 
two advertising jugs, three whisky miniatures 
etc. 
£40-80

519 An antique green glass bottle, 24cm high; 
together with a green art glass dish of bubble 
design, and a copper mounted green glass 
vase. 
£20-50

520 Two boxed vintage Pelham puppets, 
Marlborough wilts, Dutch boy SS1, and Fritzi 
SS7. 
£20-50

521 An antique porcelain hand-painted part tea set, 
with floral details and richly gilded borders, the 
underside with green crossed anchors mark. 
£40-80

522 A late 19th century transfer printed cheese bell 
and stand in the Imari palette, together with a 
pair of blue and yellow transfer printed pottery 
jug and covers. 
£30-70

523 A decorative pottery charger, the black ground 
with white wavy pin stripe design, the underside 
signed 'AHL 1985', with sticker 'Handmade in 
Kenya', 36.5cm diameter. 
£20-40

524 Three Lladro figures to include a girl holding a 
dog, a dog in a basket and a girl pulling a dolly 
in a cart, together with three figures, a girl with a 
hat, a girl with a staw hat and another girl and 
her dog. 
£40-80
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525 Six Chinese hand painted scent bottles and one 
other scent bottle, two miniature Japanese bud 
vases, a green stone carving of a duck, five red 
coloured carvings of buddha, a small green 
stone goblet incised with two dragons contesting 
a flaming pearl, a hand painted egg in a case 
and two hand painted eggs in a case. 
£40-80

526 A group of Chinese works of art to include a 
cinnabar lacquered urn and cover with pierced 
foliate overlay on a hardwood stand, together 
with two bronzed vases, decorated with cranes 
and mixed foliage with four character marks, a 
soap stone figure of a scholar, a green stone 
koro and cover with dragon details, a hardstone 
ashtray, a cloisonne dish and cover with 
matching side plate etc. 
£50-100

527 Two Spanish Lladro figures, a boy eating an 
apple, 38cm high, and a female with a fruit 
basket, 37cm , each with various marks to base. 

£40-80
528 A group of ceramics comprising two Masons 

ironstone plates with dragon detail, a Losol ware 
octagonal shaped bowl with floral details, a 
Crown Ducal vase decorated with Birds and 
Butterflies and richly gilded accents, and two 
Spode Copeland china vases each with pictorial 
panels of birds and blossoms. 
£30-70

529 A Victorian part tea set, the exterior of blue 
ground with richly gilded floral details, the 
interior with floral details, the underside with 
painted marks 4347. 
£20-50

530 Seven pieces of studio pottery to include an 
Eleanor Whittall footed bowl, the underside with 
faded impressed mark of an owl, 16.5cm high, a 
Japanese bowl decorated with two leafs and two 
character marks on underside, possibly Hoku 
Ju, two indistinctly signed plates, an indistinctly 
signed blue and white vase, a cRaku ware tea 
pot and another small vase. 
£40-80

531 A Coco de mer carved as a basket, 
approximately 13cm high x 27cm wide x 27cm 
deep. 
£70-150

532 Four pieces of 'Chinaland' pattern Carlton Ware, 
a plate, vase and two jars, one with cover and 
one lacking cover. 
£20-50

533 A collection of 19th century and later blue and 
white transfer printed wares, to include willow 
patterned side plates and two willow patterned 
octagonal ashets , Ashworth Brose Hanley 
shallow bowls, J & MP Bell & Co Braemar 
patterned bowl and various other examples. 
£40-80

534 A late 19th Century mahogany lap desk / writing 
slope with two D-shaped brass carry handles 
and full length sliding drawer, the hinged top 
opening to a fitted interior with two brass topped 
glass inkwells and multiple storage 
compartments, contained within a leather carry 
case with lined interior, lap desk dimensions 
14.5cm high x 41cm wide x 25cm deep. 
£50-100

535 Militaria interest - a mid 19th/early 20th Century 
Hawkes & Co of 14 Piccadilly London, officers 
metal hat box, with retailers shield shaped 
plaque above ownership plaque inscribed, 
'Paymaster Lieut B. O. F. GREGORY. R. N.' and 
the reverse with faded paper label. 
£40-80

536 An early 20th century Art Deco pewter table 
centrepiece with Bristol blue glass liner, the 
underside inscribed 'Made in France', 13.5cm 
high x 33cm wide. 
£40-80

537 A collection of mixed EPNS and other 
metalwares, to include teapots, sugar bowl, 
cream jug, teapot on stand, pair of bud vase, 
footed bowl, four light candleabra, cased set of 
six desert forks, entree dishes etc. 
£50-100

538 A small basket of assorted curios to include 
brass figure of a deitiy, lustre glass vase, 
Eastern brass incised bowl, an incised brass 
trinket box, wooden opium pipe etc. 
£20-50

539 A Victorian hand painted part teaset with floral 
details within a red, navy and gilded border, the 
underside with painted 'M' mark centred within a 
diamond border, pattern number 6750, together 
with a continental porcelain tri-footed cup and 
saucer, and a Coalport 'Countryware' tri-footed 
bowl. 
£20-50

540 Two vintage feather fans, the first with Mother of 
Pearl sticks and white ostrich feathers, 46cm 
high; the other with simulated tortoiseshell sticks 
and pink ostrich feathers, 58cm high. 
£10-30
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541 Five cased sets of EP wares comprising six 
coffee bean terminal teaspoons, a nut crack set, 
six butter knives, two mother of pearl handled 
fish knives and four piece cruet set. 
£40-80

542 A collection of antique pewter ware, items to 
include two lidded tappit hens, a tankard, an 
inkwell, wine funnel, a hinged topped storage 
box and a large circular dish. 
£40-80

543 A large antique porcelain headed doll in period 
dress, 55cm high. 
£40-80

544 A late Victorian faux bamboo dolls chair. 
£20-50

545 An early 20th century copper ships lantern with 
brass centre plaque for Steam Drifters Stores 
Co. Ltd, Lowestoft 1918 
£40-80

546 A Cauldon pottery potpourri jar and two covers, 
painted marks to base, 25cm high 
£20-50

547 A Chinese porcelain blue and white part tea set 
with gilded borders, the teapot contained within 
a wicker basket. 
£40-80

548 A pair of Samson porcelain 'Famille Rose' style 
armorial bottle vases, painted marks to base, 
each 34cm high. 
£50-100

549 A pair of Victorian 'Gebruder Heubach' of 
Germany bisque Piano babies, each with 
impressed makers mark to base, each 21cm 
long. 
£40-80

550 An early 20th Century Ansonia oak cased 
mantle clock, with roman numeral dial, and twin 
train movement striking on a coiled gong, the 
movement inscribed on the reverse 'Ansonia 
Clock Co U.S.A New York Patented June 18 
1882, together with a Winterhalder & Hofmeier 
oak cased mantle clock with roman numeral dial 
and single train movement, the movement 
inscribed, W & H Sch. 
£20-50

551 A collection of mixed Silver and EPNS Souvenir 
teaspoons, with various towns and crests 
mounted on a shield shaped wooden wall stand. 

£20-50

552 A Victorian Majolica pottery Aesthetic ‘bird and 
fan’ pattern oval dish, with yellow fans on a 
turquoise ground, 19th century, 32cm wide. 
£20-50

553 A group of items to comprising a cased 
condiment set, an Ardath tobacco company 
advertising tin containing assorted Kensitas 
cigarette cards, a Burton's Gold Medal Biscuits 
Ltd advertising tin containing assorted EPNS 
and other metal flatware etc. 
£20-40

554 A group of mixed items to include two late 18th 
Century part Newspapers, an early 19th Century 
part newspaper, two early 19th Century letters 
addressed to David Whyte, the first dated 12th 
Jan 1810, the second 31st May 1820, one copy 
of a Memorandum and Articles of Association of 
the Scottish Garden Suburb Company, Limited., 
one volume of The Geisha, a story of a Tea 
House, a Japanese musical play, a collection of 
assorted postcards to include boats, planes, 
actors, landscape and city scenes, an 
assortment of antique and later photographs, 
etc. 
£30-70

555 A late 19th century Black Forest carved wood 
casket, decorated in relief with flowers and birds, 
24cm high x 35.5cm wide, together with a late 
19th century walnut and parquetry rectangular 
work box, and a Middle Eastern parquetry and 
mother of pearl inlaid box with hinged cover. 
£40-80

556 An Arts & Crafts white metal rectangular shaped 
fuel bin, the hinged cover and sides with 
embossed decoration of stylised roses and 
foliage, opening to a fitted interior with lift-out 
liner, 46cm wide x 32cm high x 36cm deep. 
£40-80

557 A collection of early 20th century metalware to 
include an Arts & Crafts style white metal 
square-shaped tray with embossed design of 
stylised flowers, 30cm square; an Arts & Crafts 
white metal rectangular tray embossed with 
stylised fruit and flowers, 45cm x 25cm; a brass 
twin-handled tray in the manner of Alexander 
Ritchie, embossed with stylised foliate motifs, 
the handles with kidney-shaped cut-outs, 
51.5cm long x 19cm high; and an Art Nouveau 
copper door finger plate with embossed 
decoration of stylised flowers on a hammered 
ground, 46cm long. 
£50-100
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558 A collection of assorted Corgi, Dinky, Lesney 
vintage toy vehicles to include cars, trucks, 
military, etc together with a part Meccano 'Outfit 
No5' set. 
£40-80

559 A cylindrical wooden tub containing assorted 
treen wares. 
£30-70

560 A collection of EP ware to include oval basket 
with swing handle; desk stand set with two cut-
glass inkwells and shell shaped dish. 
£30-70

561 Three assorted antique black-painted cast metal 
doorstops, one in the form of a soldier, another 
in the form of a piper and another in the form of 
children and dog, the largest 30cm high. 
£30-70

562 A collection of pewter, copper and brass ware to 
include a pewter charger; pewter coffee pot; two 
copper jelly moulds; brass jelly pan; two 
Victorian brass strainers; a brass chestnut 
roaster and remaining brassware. 
£50-100

563 No Lot 
£1-2

564 A collection of antique ceramics to include six 
Coalport cups and saucers; a treacle glazed 
vinegar barrel; two relief decorated jugs; a floral 
decorated cream jug; blue and white teacup and 
saucer; chinoiserie decorated teacup and 
saucer; a Wedgwood creamware oval dish with 
pierced rim; a black printed pottery plate 
inscribed 'Esculape'; floral decorated bread 
plate; imari decorated side plate and floral slop 
bowl. 
£50-100

565 A large collection of assorted EP ware to include 
three piece tea set; twin-handled tray; pair of 
bottle stands; pair of candlesticks; salver; three 
light candelabra, epergne etc. 
£50-100

566 A 19th century mahogany and brass skeleton 
clock, the silvered chapter ring with Roman 
numerals, 43cm high. 
£70-150

567 A collection of eleven Royal Doulton lady figures 
comprising; Anna HN 28.., Dinky Do HN 1678, 
Meg HN 2743, Pride of Scotland HN 4453, 
Sophie HN 4620, Belle HN 3703, Sandra HN 
2275, Marianne HN 4153, Rachel HN 3976, 
Amy's sister HN 3445, and Best Wishes HN 
3971. 
£40-80

568 A vintage plant Tuscan China yellow ground 
twelve piece tea set decorated with gilded blue 
and yellow flowers. 
£30-70

569 A large collection of assorted Highland 
Stoneware Pottery, to include bread crock 
decorated with poppies; quaich with landscape 
design; bird decorated pot stand; landscape 
decorated pot stand; two rectangular trays; 
assorted mugs, wall plates, dishes. 
£100-200

570 Two boxes of assorted glassware 
£20-50

571 Two boxes of mixed wares to include parafin 
lamps and components of, EP ware, two vintage 
irons, a brassware tray and skillet etc. 
£20-50

572 A box of mixed wares to include Carlton ware 
side dishes, Maling bowl, crumb tray and brush 
etc. 
£20-50

573 A box of mainly middle Eastern wares to include 
a Kukri knife with two smaller knife's and a white 
metal mounted sheath, a brass bowl with engine 
turned details, a brass urn and a cover etc. 
£40-80

574 Two boxes of assorted mixed metal wares to 
include EP, pewter etc. 
£30-70

575 A box of assorted animal pelts and hides. 
£10-30

576 Three boxes of assorted ceramics, mainly tea 
wares. 
£20-50

577 A box of assorted cast iron doorstops to include 
Punch and Judy, a cockerel, a highlander by 
George Henderson Ltd., two Burns depicting 
farmers ploughing a field etc. 
£40-80
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578 A collection of ten assorted stamp albums/folios 
to include, two Stanley Gibbons New Age 
Stamps Albums for the British Commonwealth 
Queen Elizabeth issues, a Stanley Gibbons 
Canada stamp album, another Canada stamp 
album, a Stanley Gibbons Commonwealth of 
Australia stamp album, another of Australia, 
Stanley Gibbons Falkland Islands and 
Dependencies stamp album, a Nelson stamp 
album, a Royal Mail 1980's collector's album, 
and one other containing mixed stamps, 
together with a bag of mixed loose stamps, an 
offical commemorative cachet for the New Year 
2000, and one volume of Royal Mail Millennium 
stamps 1999 in original cellophane. 
£40-80

579 A box containing various stamp folios/albums, 
first day covers, loose stamps etc. 
£20-50

580 A collection of thirteen Gleneagles Scotch 
Whisky bird form decanters to include three 
Golden Eagle's, a Buzzard, a Kestrel, an 
Osprey, a Merlin etc. 
£40-80

581 Whisky advertising interest, a group of twelve 
whisky jugs to include examples by Macallan, 
Glenlivet, Chivas Regal, Tamdhu, The 
Glenrothes, Isle of Skye and Duncan McGregor. 
£30-70

582 Whisky advertising interest, a group of twelve 
whisky jugs to include examples by Dewar's, 
Bell's and The Famous Grouse. 
£30-70

583 A box of assorted vintage dolls, to include a bag 
containing various bisque headed doll busts. 
£30-50

584 A box of assorted unframed pictures and prints 
and watercolours, together with a framed 
etching of camels and elephants with figures, 
indistinctly signed. 
£20-50

585 A vintage wooden baton and two mantle clocks. 
£5-15

586 Two boxes of assorted mixed ceramics to 
include a Wedgwood planter, beer stein, etc. 
£20-50

587 Two boxes of assorted tea wares to include 
examples by Wedgwood, Royal Worcester, 
Savoy etc. 
£20-50

588 A box of assorted decorative pictures and prints, 
by various hands. 
£20-50

589 Two boxes of assorted EPNS and other mixed 
metal wares. 
£20-50

590 Two boxes of assorted mixed glassware. 
£20-50

591 A box of mixed wares to include carved wooden 
animal figures, parafin lamp base, glassware 
etc. 
£10-30

592 A box of assorted pictures and prints by various 
hands. 
£20-50

593 Four boxes of assorted Double OO gauge 
railway items to include examples by Mainline; 
Lima; Hornby; Model Power; locomotives, 
carriages, wagons, power transformers, track 
and accessories. 
£50-100

594 A box of assorted paraffin lamps and 
components. 
£20-50

595 An extensive Royal Doulton Sonnet pattern 
dinner/tea service, split over three boxes. 
£20-50

596 A box of assorted leather bound books to 
include Gibbons Roman Empire, Waverley 
novels, a French dictionary, Queens of England 
by Strickland etc. 
£20-50

597 A box containing many Commemorative coin 
first day covers, relating to the Royal Family. 
£30-70

598 Two boxes of mixed wares to include a vintage 
Gladstone style bag, a beadwork ladies 
handbag, Gents shaving sets, brassware, etc. 
£20-50

599 A box of assorted napery. 
£10-30

600 Two boxes of assorted glassware 
£20-50

601 A collection of vintage records to include The 
Rolling Stones, The Sound of Bread, their 20 
finest songs, Status Quo, Boney M, together 
with a collection of CD's. 
£40-80
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602 Whisky advertising interest, a collection of 
whisky jugs to include examples by Glengoyne, 
Scottish Leader, John Peel, Dewers White 
Label, Glenfarclas, Laings, Laings Supreme, 
Black & White, King George IV, Dimple, 
Jameson Irish whisky, the Buchanan Blend, 
Queen Anne, Burbery's of London, Gulliver's 
etc. 
£40-80

603 Two boxes - A Foley “Somerset” pattern part 
tea/dinner service, together with some Coalport 
“Somerset” pattern dinner service (x4 soup 
bowls, x4 side plates, x4 dinner plates), and 
Minton “Belbrachen” dinner plates, pattern 
number 5696. 
£20-40

604 An extensive Midwinter tea/dinner service split 
over three boxes. 
£20-50

605 Two boxes of assorted mixed ceramics to 
include examples by Spode, Foley etc. 
£20-50

606 Two boxes containing Paragon country lane 
patterned tea/dinner wares, glassware etc. 
£20-50

607 No Lot 
£1-2

608 A box of assorted coloured art glassware. 
£10-30

609 Three boxes containing components of parafin 
lamps to include bases, burners, fonts etc. 
£30-70

610 Three boxes of assorted tea wares to include 
examples by Paragon, Tuscan etc. 
£20-50

611 A box of assorted animal figures to include 
Spelter horse figures, toad figures, an inuit style 
carving of an owl etc. 
£20-50

612 Two boxes of assorted mixed wares to include 
Carlton Ware dishes, Maling bowl, glass ware 
etc. 
£20-50

613 A wicker basket containing assorted tools to 
include spanners, saws, dowel mate, dove tailer, 
two stoneware hot water bottles and a set of 
vintage ice skates etc. 
£20-50

614 Three boxes of assorted mixes wares to include 
a varied collection of vintage dolls, a pair of 
Wally Dogs, Ansonia mantle clock etc. 
£30-70

615 Three boxes of assorted mixed tea and dinner 
wares to include examples by Portmerion, Royal 
Albert, Royal Doulton etc. 
£20-50

616 Two boxes of mixed wares to include art glass 
bowls, EP flask, book rests etc. 
£20-50

617 A box of assorted Royal Commemorative wares 
to include mugs, plates, glasses etc. 
£20-50

618 A box of assorted clocks and barometers to 
include two lantern clocks, three mantle clocks 
under glazed domes etc. 
£20-50

619 Two boxes of assorted glassware to include 
examples by Royal Doulton Crystal. 
£20-50

619A Whisky Memorabilia - a box of ten assorted 
ceramic whisky water jugs to include Wade 
examples for Johnnie Walker etc. 
£10-30

620 A box of assorted art reference catalogues etc. 
£20-50

621 A box of assorted mixed wares to include vases, 
toby jugs, brass shell casing, boxed Queens 
Sanderson mugs, boxed Queens Sanderson 
plates etc. 
£20-50

622 A box of assorted mixed wares to include Royal 
Commemorative mugs and plates, glassware 
etc. 
£10-30

623 A box of assorted mixed ceramics to include 
examples by Spode, Grindleys, Allertons etc. 
£20-50

624 A box of assorted glassware to include a boxed 
Edinburgh crystal set of four glass whisky 
tumblers. 
£20-50

625 Two boxes of assorted glassware. 
£20-50

626 Three boxes of assorted ceramics to include 
examples by Carlton Ware, Coalport, Cornish 
kitchenware etc. 
£30-70
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627 A box of assorted records, mainly classical, Billy 
Joel 'An innocent man', Boy George 'Modern 
Talking', 'Culture Club', etc. 
£20-50

628 A box of assorted Lilliput Lane houses. 
£10-30

629 Whisky advertising interest, a collection of 
eighteen assorted whisky jugs to include 
examples by Mackinlay, Whyte & Mackay, 
Ballantine's, Crawfords and Teachers. 
£30-70

630 A box of assorted mixed wares to include two 
brass and copper teapots, Royal Doulton 
Sherbrooke dinner service, a carved wooden 
mask wall hanging. 
£20-50

631 Two boxes of assorted mixed ceramics, tea 
wares etc. 
£20-50

632 Two boxes of assorted books to include leather 
bound volumes of the works of Dr Jonathan 
Swift, 'How I found Livingston in Central Africa' 
by Henry M Stanley, a Star Trek comic album, a 
service manual for Mac (Rigid Frame) model, 
Harry Potter and the Chamber of Secrets, Dan 
Brown Symbol and various others. 
£30-70

633 Two boxes of mixed ceramics, mainly tea wares 
to include examples by Royal Albert, Taylor and 
Kent etc. 
£20-50

634 Two boxes of mixed tea/dinner wares to include 
a Royal Tuscan part tea set, a Coalport tea set 
etc. 
£20-50

635 Whisky advertising interest. A collection of 
twelve whisky jugs/decanters to include 
examples by Columba Cream, Scotland's 
whisky cream liquor, Embassador deluxe Scotch 
whisky, Chequers Superb, the-deluxe blended 
Scotch whisky, two Rutherfords Scotch whisky, 
two Tullamore Dew Irish whisky, Dunkeld Atholl 
Brose Scotch liquor, Grande Parr Deluxe Scotch 
whisky, Excalibur deluxe special reserve Scotch 
whisky, Find Later's Royal Prestige variable 
Scotch whisky, Auld Rich Very Old liqueur 
Scotch whisky and His Excellency Scotch 
whisky. 
£30-70

636 A collection of mainly Hornby OO guage items to 
include a boxed inner city mail part train set, a 
boxed R.069 HST power/dummy power cars, a 
boxed R.455 0-4-0 Industrial tank locomotive, 
various other carriages and tenders and track 
accessories. 
£40-80

637 Two boxes of assorted vintage scientific and 
photography interest items, to include a 
microscope, a Patterson's developing tank, etc. 
£20-50

638 Two boxes of assorted mixed wares to include 
advertising tins, ear horn, ceramics, books etc. 
£20-50

639 A box of assorted vintage LP's to include 'The 
Police', 'Dire Straits', 'Top of the Pops', 'Elvis', 
'Johnny Cash', 'Scottish Country', 'Country', etc. 
£30-70

640 A box of assorted EPNS and other metal wares 
to include a cased four piece horn handled 
carving set, bottle stands, tea pots, sauce boats 
etc. 
£40-80

641 Two boxes of mixed wares to include a part 
Apilco French dinner set, two Lily Pond wall 
sconces, glassware, etc. 
£20-50

642 Two boxes of 19th century and later transfer 
printed wares to include a Lockhart & Co Arab 
patterned jug, an E.M&Co twin handled mug 
decorated with a hunting scene, a Spode Willow 
patterned jug and other examples by various 
makers. 
£40-80

643 A box of assorted mixed wares to include a 
brass shell casing, carved wooden figure, 
spelter sculpture, binoculars etc. 
£30-70

644 Whisky Advertising Interest - a collection of nine 
whisky jugs to include examples by Grants and 
Glenfiddich. 
£20-50

645 Royal interest - A group of mainly 20th Century 
Royal commemorative wares to include various 
cups, saucers, tankards, a plate, and a twin 
handled vase/planter by various makers. 
£20-50

646 Two boxes of assorted glassware. 
£20-50
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647 Five bottles of wine to include Jacobs Creek 
sparkling rosé cuvee 750ml; two St Hilarie 
cabernet sauvignon 2003 750ml; a Rosato Del 
Vineto 75cl and a 2016 Pontiecello Vallagarina 
75cl. 
£20-50

648 Eight bottles of wine to include McGuigan 
sparkling brut 75cl; a Piper-Heidsieck 
champagne brut extra 75cl; a Graham Beck brut 
750ml; a Pierre Jourdan brut 750ml; 
Christopher's Blanquette De Limoux brut 75cl; a 
Laurent-Perrier champagne cuvee rose brut 
750ml; a Valdo prosecco extra dry 750ml and a 
M&S Prestige cava 75cl. 
£30-70

649 Eleven bottles of Roche Lacour brut, comprising 
four 2003 bottles and seven 2012 bottles, all 750
ml. 
£40-80

650 Five bottles of assorted Martini, all 75cl, 
comprising two Bianco; a Rosso; a Torino extra 
dry and an Asti. 
£20-50

651 Ten bottles of assorted wines comprising two 
Reichsart Von Buhl Riesling 2005 750ml; Ewald 
Pfeiffer Weine Riesling-Spätlese 75cl; a Carl 
Finkenauer 2011 Kabinett Nahe 75cl; a Groot 
Constantia Cap Classique 750ml; a Three 
Rivers chenin blanc 2014 750ml; The Rustler 
chenin blanc 2013 750ml; The Huguenot 
sauvignon blanc 2016 750ml; 2012 Westhofener 
Bergcloster 750ml and one other. 
£30-70

652 Eleven bottles comprising; Two Ferdinand 
Pieroth cabernet sauvignon et merlot murfatlar 
2010 750ml, a Bellota vino de la tierra de 
extremadura 2011 75cl, a Serret cabernet 
sauvignon 1996 75cl, a Monastrell Jumilla vino 
tinto 750ml, a Monastrell Jumilla Espana vino 
tinto 2003er 75cl, a Nederburg cabernet 
sauvignon reserve 1997 75cl, a Wolf Blass 
cabernet sauvignon yellow label 1999 75cl, a 
Vinedos Barrihuelo rioja crianza 75cl, a 
Pinotage western cape 2011 750ml, and a 
Chateauneuf-du-pape les paroisses 2021 75cl. 
£40-80

653 Five bottles comprising; a Cockburn's special 
reserve port 75cl, a Wisdom & Walker pedro 
ximenez anejo sherry 75cl, a boxed Graham's 
crusted port bottled 2006 75cl, a Williams & 
Humbert dry sack superior medium dry sherry 
100cl, and a box set of six Porto Calem 
miniatures each 50ml. 
£30-70

654 Five bottles comprising; Three Pieroth riesling 
750ml, a Pieroth burg layer schlosskapelle 
kabinett 2010 75cl, and a Pieroth Blue burg 
layer schlosskapelle kabinett nahe 2017 750ml 
£20-50

655 Six bottles of 1998 Volxheimer Rheingrafenstein 
kabinet rheiinhessen 750ml, each with a 
different label, Highlights of the 20th Century. 
£20-50

656 Fourteen bottles comprising; Two bottles of Dolc 
De L'Obac costers del siurana 2005 500ml, two 
bottles of Two Hands Bad Impersonator 2004 
shiraz 75cl, a Les Courtades 1996 vin de pays 
de l' aude 75cl, a Louis Bernard Chartreuse de 
Bonpas Reserve 750ml, a Marques Lavilla 
tempranillo 2005 75cl, a Freixenet cordon negro 
vintage cava 2006, a Salena Estate ink series 
2006 petit verdot and shiraz oak aged 75cl, a 
Albert Bichot chablis premier cru les vaillons 
domaine long-depaquit 2005 750ml, a 
Gascogne 2011 cuvee speciale 75cl, a Pouilly 
Fume 2014 sauvignon blanc 75cl, a Les 
Domaniales 1999 crozes-hermitage la 
chatelaude 750ml, and a Josefinengrund 
leiwener laurentiuslay trockenbeerenauslese 
1959. 
£40-80

657 Four boxed scotch whiskies comprising; a 
Dimple de luxe scotch whisky 26 2/3Fl.ozs, a 
Dimple de luxe scotch whisky 12 years 750ml, a 
Dimple de luxe scotch whisky 15 yrs old 1L, and 
a Chivas Brothers royal salute scotch whisky 21 
years old, 70cl. 
£40-80

658 Four boxed Scotch whiskies comprising; a Royal 
Ages de luxe quality blended Scotch whisky 15 
years old 750ml, a Whyte & Mackay 12 years 
old Scotch whisky 75cl, a Seagram's Crown 
Royal The Legendary Canadian de luxe whisky 
710ml, and a Pinwinnie Royal Scotch whisky XII 
years olde 26 2/3Fl.oz. 
£20-50
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659 Four bottles of Scotch whisky comprising; The 
Famous Grouse blended Scotch whisky 200ml, 
a Bell's extra special old Scotch whisky 1L, a 
boxed Bell's old Scotch whisky bell shaped 
decanter Christmas 1990 75cl, and a boxed 
Drambuie liqueur 75cl. 
£20-50

660 Three Evershed's Resistance boxes by 
Evershed & Vignoles Ltd, Chiswick, London; two 
antique telephones by The General Electric 
Company Ltd Telephone Works, Coventry; and 
a Smiths Enfield mantle clock. 
£20-50

661 A box of EPNS to include an oval entrée dish, 
two hot water pots, a cased set of six fish knives 
and forks, a cased set of two fish forks, a cased 
set of six dessert forks etc. 
£20-50

662 A collection of vintage Corgi boxed Diecast 
model vehicles to include Citréon 2CV; two 4X4 
Jeeps; Porcshe 935; two BMW M3 Racing Cars; 
a Transit Wrecker; a Mercedes 2.3/6; Landrover; 
Volvo 760, together with ten Lledo boxed Days 
Gone model vehicles. 
£40-80

663 Gemology & Mineralogy Interest - a box 
containing a varied collection of rock specimens 
to include amethyst, agates, geodes, tourmaline 
etc. 
£30-70

664 Fishing Interest - a group of three assorted 
fishing rods comprising a 'Winfield' trout spinner 
two piece rod, a 'Olyimpic' two piece tubular 
glass rod No.485, and a bamboo two piece rod. 
£20-50

665 Fishing Interest - a J.S.Sharpe of Aberdeen 
'Scottie' two piece split cane rod with two 
interchangeable tops for allowing for different 
lengths. 
£30-60

666 Fishing Interest - a Hardy Brothers Ltd Alnwick 
Palakona 'Regal' three piece rod No.246936 
with additional marks A41349 and patent rings 
No 2607 together with a Hardy Bros ltd rod 
cover (not the correct size for the rod). 
£30-60

667 An early 20th century Hickory shafted golf 
putter, the Braid-Mills 1915 model. 
£10-30

668 A 'London Style' horn-handled walking cane 
carved as a recumbent dog, together with two 
other horn-handled walking canes, and another 
wooden walking cane and shooting rest. 
£30-70

669 A collection of five Tom Auchterlonie of St 
Andrews golf clubs, three Hickory and two metal 
shafted, together with a R. Forgan of St 
Andrews Hickory shafted golf club and a 
Spalding gold medal Hickory shafted putter and 
three vintage golf balls. 
£40-80

670 Three assorted vintage parasols / umbrellas, two 
with floral details and one with a border of fruits. 
£20-50

671 Two vintage parasols, two shooting rests, a 
riding crop, etc. . 
£10-30

672 A late 19th / early 20th century Orographical 
map of Scotland, reduced from the Ordinance 
Survey by J. G. Bartholomew. LL.D., 
Cartographer to the King at the Edinburgh 
Geographical Institute, Scale 1:253.440 or 4 
miles to an inch, mounted in scroll form with 
wooden slats at top and bottom, the map 
approximately 195cm high x 152cm wide. 
£50-100

673 A 20th century map, 'Scarborough's map of 
Scotland, Shewing Counties, all railroads and 
steam ship lines with distance between stations 
and landings', published by the Scarbourough 
Company, together with a 19th century map of 
'The Basin of Tay including the Greater Part of 
Perthshire, Strathmore and The Braes of Angus 
or Forfar, with parts of the Mearns & Fife' from a 
survey by James Knox and engraved by J. 
Gellatin EDIN, 1831. 
£30-70

674 A Japanese silkwork picture, late 19th / early 
20th century, worked in ochre, green and gold 
coloured threads to depict pavillions with 
farmworkers, pine trees and mountains, 130cm 
x 56cm, framed and glazed 145cm x 70cm. 
£200-300
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675 Four assorted pictures to include pair of 
watercolours in the manner of Birket Foster 
RWS - Windsor Castle and Changing Pastures, 
both framed and glazed 27cm x 31cm, together 
with W Richards, Highland Cattle Grazing in a 
misty landscape, oil on canvas, framed 34.5cm 
x 44.5cm, and a decorative painting of cockerel 
and hens, oil on board, indistinctly signed, 
framed 26.5cm x 31.5cm. 
£50-100

676 After Swarbreck, four street scenes in 
Edinburgh, to include North Bridge Street, High 
Street, Edinburgh Castle and The Royal Mile; 
together with two other coloured prints depicting 
close scenes in Edinburgh (6). 
£50-100

677 Ian Boyter 
Port Charlotte, Islay 
ink and watercolour, signed and dated '75 and 
inscribed lower right 
23.5cm x 34cm, framed and glazed 46.5cm x 
55cm 
together with three other framed and glazed 
watercolours by the same hand 
£40-80

678 William Deshazo (American, 20th century) 
Sunset with breaking waves 
oil on board, signed lower right 
90.5cm x 121cm, framed 114cm x 145cm 
£100-200

679 ARR Attributed to Sir Sidney Nolan C.B.E., 
O.M., R.A. (Australian, 1917-1992) 
Landscape with trees 
colour on composition board, signed and dated 
'68 lower right 
51.5cm x 75.5cm, framed 76cm x 106cm 
£500-800

680 Early 20th century silk work picture, depicting a 
bowl issuing flowers and foliage worked in red, 
green and white and gold coloured threads 
framed and glazed, overall size 66cm x 61cm. 
£30-70

681 C M Maulay 
Spring 
watercolour, signed lower left, inscribed on label 
verso 
framed and glazed 59cm x 42.5cm 
together with George Horton, Rotterdam, 
watercolour, signed lower left, framed and 
glazed 55.5cm x 46cm, and another by the 
same hand, Canal scene with fishing boats, 
framed and glazed 46cm x 53cm. 
£50-100

682 ARR James S Davis DA RSW (b.1944) 
The Wee Red Ferry - Easdale 
acrylic on gesso panel, signed lower left 
48.5cm square, framed 74cm square 
£100-200

683 Bob Sanders 
Dawn River 
screen print 
54cm x 44cm, framed and glazed 72cm x 60cm 
together with a varnished print, Head of a Child 
after Rubens, framed 33cm x 27.5cm. 
£30-70

684 Mid 20th century European School 
Harbour scene 
oil on canvas, indistinctly signed lower right 
58.5cm x 46.5cm, framed 73cm x 61cm 
£40-80

685 ARR Joseph Urie (b.1947) 
The Blue Forest 
oil on paper, signed and dated '83 lower left 
51cm x 62.5cm, framed and glazed 64cm x 
76.5cm 
£70-150

686 James McArdle 
Gordon Setters 
coloured etching, signed lower right, inscribed 
lower left 
framed and glazed 53cm x 40cm 
£20-50

687 Two Chinese watercolours on pith paper, both 
depicting boats, framed and glazed 24cm x 
31.5cm. 
£20-50

688 Bruzac 
Street Scene Antibes 
oil on canvas, inscribed, signed and dated 1954 
lower left 
54cm x 45cm, framed 65cm x 56cm 
together with James Martins, South of France 
street scene with figures, oil on canvas, signed 
lower left, 60.5cm x 50.5cm, framed 68.5cm x 
59cm, and Camprio, Tethered fishing boat, oil 
on canvas, signed lower right, 59cm x 49cm, 
framed 70cm x 60cm. 
£70-150

689 James Watterson Herald (1859-1914) 
Croyden 
watercolour, signed and dated '98 lower right, 
inscribed lower left 
34cm x 22.5cm, framed and glazed 55.5cm x 
43cm 
£200-400
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690 ARR Hamish Lawrie (1919-1987) 
Portrait of a boy 
oil on canvas board, signed lower right 
25.5cm x 18cm, framed and glazed 40.5cm x 
33.5cm. 
£40-80

691 Andrew Gamley RSW (1869-1949) 
Gullane from the hill 
watercolour, signed in pencil, inscribed on the 
mount 
sheet size 19cm x 17.5cm, framed and glazed 
29cm x 24cm 
together with Alex Fraser RSA 
Milking time 
watercolour 
10cm x 14cm., framed and glazed, 21.5cm x 
25cm. 
£40-80

692 A Victorian needlework sampler, worked in 
coloured threads by Annie Clyne, aged 12 1892, 
framed and glazed, overall 44cm x 30cm. 
£40-80

693 A group of four pictures to include Henry Wright 
Kerr, Half-length portrait of a farm worker, 
watercolour, signed with initials in giltwood slip, 
overall 38cm x 26.5cm; Sid Gardener, Thatched 
cottage and garden, watercolour, framed and 
glazed 32cm x 26.5cm; a black and white print 
after Sir David Wilkie, framed and glazed 
36.5cm x 29.5cm and a needlework sampler by 
Janette S Menzies, Callander, 1885, framed and 
glazed 35cm x 27cm. 
£50-100

694 James Watterson Herald (1859-1914) 
Street scene with figures 
watercolour, signed lower left 
35.5cm x 47cm, framed and glazed 59.5cm x 
70.5cm 
£200-400

695 ARR Herbert Davis Richter (1874-1955) 
Interior scene with red lacquer bureau, centre 
table and still life with mixed flowers 
oil on canvas, signed lower right 
39.5cm x 49.5cm, framed, 53cm x 63cm 
£500-800

696 Mid-century British School 
Allegorical woodland landscape with nude and 
clothed figures 
acrylic on board 
60cm x 120cm, framed 75cm x 135cm. 
£100-200

697 ARR John Baxter Fleming RSW (1912-1986) 
The Fall of Icarus 
mixed media, signed lower right 
33cm x 49.5cm, framed and glazed 53cm x 
70cm. 
£50-100

698 Hendrik Corneils Kranenburg (1871-1948) 
Oudezyds Kolk, Amsterdam 
Oil on canvas, signed lower right 
39cm x 49cm, framed 52.5cm x 62.5cm 
£40-80

699 19th century English School 
Half-length portrait of a child 
charcoal and chalk, indistinctly signed lower left, 
dated 1840, framed oval 
39.5cm x 31cm, framed and glazed 52.5cm x 
44cm 
together with another 19th century half-length 
portrait, Lady sitting in a chair, watercolour, 
indistinctly signed lower left, 31.5cm x 24.5cm, 
framed and glazed 47.5cm x 40cm 
£50-100

700 Terrick John Williams (1860-1936) 
A Street in Tetouan, Morocco 
oil on canvas, signed lower right, inscribed verso 

24.5cm x 35cm, framed 45.5cm x 55cm 
£500-800

701 John Holland (19th / early 20th century) 
Three Landscape views 
oils on panels, framed oval, one signed lower 
centre 
20.5cm x 25cm, framed 28.5cm x 32.5cm 
£70-150

702 20th century British School 
Half-length portrait of a 19th century gentleman 
with arms crossed 
oil on board 
20cm x 15cm, framed 33cm x 27.5cm 
£30-70

703 A. G. Sinclair ARSA (1859-1930) 
Old Street, Montreuil 
oil on panel, signed with initials lower right 
22cm x 17cm, framed and glazed 44cm x 39cm 
£100-200

704 A Gilt framed print of a Coastal beach scene, 
41cm x 25.5cm, framed and glazed 57cm x 
41.5cm 
£20-50
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705 Frank Scarborough (ex.1890-1939) 
The Pool of London 
watercolour, signed lower right 
24cm x 33cm, framed and glazed 41cm x 
49.5cm 
together with James McDonald, Highland 
Landscape with loch and both, watercolour, 
signed and dated 1991, 28cm x 35.5cm, framed 
and glazed 44cm x 51cm. 
£40-80

706 William Crozier ARSA (1897-1930) 
Incoming, St Andrews 
watercolour, signed lower left, inscribed verso 
'No.86 Memorial Exihibition 1931' 
27.5cm x 39cm, framed and glazed 46cm x 
57.5cm 
£40-80

707 ARR Frank Watson Wood Jnr (1900-1985) 
Dalgin Ross, Comrie 
watercolour, signed lower right, inscribed lower 
left 
26cm x 37cm, framed and glazed 44cm x 54cm 
together with another by the same hand, a 
Comrie landscape with horse and cart, 
watercolour, signed lower right, 25.5cm x 36cm, 
framed and glazed 44cm x 54cm. 
£70-150

708 J. Hamilton Hay (early 20th century) 
Carnations 
oil on panel, signed and dated 1906 lower left, 
inscribed on label verso 
39.5cm x 29cm, framed 75cm x 64.5cm 
£300-500

709 After I Hoppner R.A. 
The Right Hon. Adam Duncan, 
engraving, by Jas. Ward, 
66cm x 46cm, framed and glazed 72cm x 52cm 
together with another, 
After J Chapman, 
Admiral Lord Duncan 
engraving, published Jan 15 1798 
image size 17cm x 12cm framed and glazed 
33.5cm x 27.5cm 
£50-100

710 19th century European School 
Artist and two cherubs 
oil on canvas, laid on panel 
overall 33cm x 41cm 
£50-100

711 20th century British School 
Half-length portrait of a lady reading a note 
oil on board 
36cm x 28.5cm, framed 50cm x 43cm 
£50-100

712 19th century Scottish School 
West coast highland landscape 
oil on canvas 
34.5cm x 59.5cm, framed 41cm x 66cm 
£40-80

713 ARR Barbara Robertson (b.1945) 
Mitch - portrait of a sleeping cat 
watercolour, bearing label verso 
35cm x 46.5cm, framed and glazed 51.5cm x 
61.5cm 
£40-80

714 C. D. (early 20th century) 
Two close scenes, possibly Old Town, 
Edinburgh 
signed with intials and dated 1912 lower left 
20cm x 13cm, framed and glazed 36cm x 29cm 
£30-70

715 Allan Perera-Liyanage 
Tadpole Hunters, Kenmore (fishing on the Tay) 
watercolour, signed and dated '96 lower left 
25cm x 35cm, framed and glazed 45cm x 55cm 
together with Lea Dakin, Morning at Kintail, 
watercolour, framed and glazed 42.5cm x 
54.5cm, and S. McArthur, Gairloch, 
Dumbartonshire, framed and glazed 21cm x 
26cm 
£40-80

716 John Storey (1828-1888) 
Morthams Tower, Rokey 
watercolour, signed and dated 1866 
15cm x 23cm, framed 37cm x 46cm 
together with another by the same hand, 
Eglieton Abbey, Rokeby, watercolour, signed 
and dated 1866 lower left, 15cm x 22.5cm, 
framed and glazed 38.5cm x 45cm, together 
with two unframed watercolours, both by the 
same hand, depicting ruined cathedrals. 
£50-100

717 ARR Joe McIntyre (b.1940) 
Study for figures in the evening 
oil on canvas, signed lower left, inscribed on 
label verso 
12cm x 17cm, framed and glazed 28.5cm x 
34cm 
£70-150
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718 George Ogilvie Reid RSA (1851-1928) 
A Halfway House 
oil on canvas, signed lower right, inscribed on 
label verso 
framed 39cm x 49.5cm 
together with J. A. Farquharson, Winter 
Landscape with cottages and figures, oil on 
board, signed lower left, framed 32.5cm x 
42.5cm. 
£50-100

719 ARR Wilfred Lang (b.1954) 
Acrylic on canvas, signed lower left 
99cm square 
£100-200

720 Leonard Raven Hill (1862-1942) 
Dressing room with two lady dancers 
watercolour, signed lower left and dated '90 
49.5cm x 59.5cm, framed and glazed 68cm x 
78cm 
£200-400

721 ARR Frank Watson Wood Jnr (1900-1985) 
The Creach 
watercolour, signed and dated '83 lower right, 
inscribed lower left 
35.5cm x 52cm, framed and glazed 56.5cm x 
72cm 
£50-100

722 A. P. Thomson 
Glasgow Cathedral 
etching, signed lower right 
26.5cm x 31.5cm, framed and glazed 52cm x 
58.5cm 
together with James MacIntyre, Glasgow 
University, etching, signed lower right, 23.5cm x 
28cm, framed and glazed 40cm x 55cm 
£20-50

723 May Hutchison 
Fife village scene with cottages beyond a stone 
dyke 
oil on board, signed lower left 
49cm x 59.5cm, framed 59cm x 69cm 
£40-80

724 Ian Mason Barr 
Line Framer 
gouache, signed lower right, dated '71, inscribed 
lower left 
43cm x 48.5cm, framed 61cm x 66cm 
£40-80

725 Peter Wishart 
Winter near Liberton and The River Braan 
acrylic on board, both bearing labels verso 
22cm x 29cm and 21.5cm x 29cm, both framed 
approximately 31cm x 39cm 
£20-50

726 A needlework picture in the Victorian style 
depicting a boy holding a dog, signed lower left 
'Simms', in giltwood slip, overall 52cm x 39.5cm. 

£30-70
727 Late 19th / early 20th century Orientalist School 

Portrait of a woman in profile 
watercolour, framed oval 
26.5cm x 21cm, framed and glazed 44cm x 
39cm 
£70-150

728 ARR Alan B. Hayman (b.1947) 
Rough-legged buzzard 
watercolour, signed and dated '78 middle left 
32.5cm x 22.5cm 
and 
Hobby 
watercolour, signed and dated '79 lower left 
32.5cm x 22.5cm 
both framed and glazed 51cm x 40cm 
£100-200

729 Wilfred Crawford Appleby (b.1889) 
Glasgow Cathedral interior 
etching, signed lower right, inscribed lower left 
28cm x 17cm, framed and glazed 39.5cm x 
28cm 
together with another etching of a cathedral 
entrance, indistinctly signed, framed and glazed 
40cm x 28cm 
£20-50

730 ARR Alan B. Hayman (b.1947) 
Autumn 
oil on canvas board, signed and dated '00 lower 
left 
17cm x 24.5cm, framed 35cm x 43cm 
£70-150

731 ARR Daniel Stephen (b.1921) 
Landscape, South of France 
oil on canvas, signed and dated 1959 lower left 
60cm x 75cm, framed 69cm x 84cm 
£100-200

732 ARR Claire Harkess RSW (b.1970) 
Adelies Penguins 
watercolour, signed lower right 
18.5cm x 19cm, framed and glazed 43cm 
square 
£50-100
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733 ARR Claire Harkess RSW (b.1970) 
Sand Castles 
watercolour, signed lower right, inscribed on 
label verso 
50cm x 51.5cm, framed and glazed 76cm 
square 
together with another by the same hand 
Antarctic Nami II 
watercolour, signed lower right, inscribed on 
label verso 
50cm x 70cm, framed and glazed 76.5cm x 
95cm 
£100-200

734 ARR Frank Watson Wood Jnr (1900-1985) 
The Bealach, Comrie 
watercolour, signed and dated '79 lower right, 
inscribed lower left 
26cm x 37cm, framed and glazed 44cm x 54cm 
together with another by the same hand 
Glen Artney, watercolour, signed and dated '81 
lower right, inscribed lower left, 26cm x 36.5, 
framed and glazed 44.5cm x 53.5cm 
£70-150

735 E. York Brunton 
Pigs and Pig Handlers 
woodblock print, signed lower left 
32cm x 36cm, framed and glazed 55cm x 
58.5cm 
£50-100

736 20th Century Chinese School 
Three painted silk pictures depicting birds, 
flowers and foliage 
all framed and glazed, the largest 34.5cm x 
39cm 
£30-70

737 ARR Aleksander Zyw (1905-1995) 
Still life, mixed flowers in a glass vase 
pastel and charcoal, signed lower right 
48cm x 35.5cm, framed and glazed 65cm x 
51.5cm 
£70-150

738 Adrianus Johannes Groenewegen 
Sheep Grazing 
watercolour, signed lower right 
25cm x 17cm 
£100-200

739 An early 20th century needlework picture, titled 
'Map of London - showing the main 
thoroughfares and the manner of folk to be 
found there', initialled 'JRE', dated 1938, framed 
and glazed 46cm x 40.5cm. 
£20-50

740 John Hamilton Glass SSA (1890-1925) 
Fife, coastal scene with pier, figures, fishing 
boats ands cottages 
watercolour, signed lower left 
34.5cm x 49.5cm, framed and glazed 62cm x 
77cm 
together with another by the same hand 
Canal scene with barge and chapel 
watercolour, signed lower left 
49cm x 33.5cm, framed and glazed 73cm x 
58cm 
and another, attributed to Hamilton Glass, Fife 
coastal scene with cottages, figures and fishing 
nets drying, watercolour, 34.5cm x 50cm, 
framed and glazed, 42cm x 57cm 
£50-100

741 Jan van Couver (Dutch 1836-1909) 
Canal scene with chapel spire and another, 
canal scene with windmill, a pair 
watercolours, signed lower right and lower left 
respectively 
51cm x 34cm, framed and glazed 62cm x 45cm 
£50-100

742 ARR Janet Patterson 
Mogie 
gouache on paper, signed with initials and dated 
1986 lower right 
38cm square, framed and glazed 62cm square 
together with Anne Marsh 
Cat patterns 
graphite and colour, signed and dated '88 
framed and glazed overall size 42cm square 
£50-100

743 An English needlework picture, probably 17th 
century, worked in coloured threads to depict 
butterflies, carnations, other flowers and foliage, 
framed and glazed 32cm x 58cm. 
£50-100

744 A Chinese silkwork panel / kesi, worked in 
coloured threads to depict various figures, 
flowers and trees, framed and glazed 68cm x 
35cm. 
£40-80

745 20th century British School 
A Summer Landscape 
oil on board 
39.5cm x 49.5cm, framed and glazed 50cm x 
60cm 
together with a print of a riverside landscape, 
framed and glazed 68cm x 80.5cm 
£50-100
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746 Giovanni Battista Piranesi 
Verduta Del Tempio Di Cibele from Vedute Di 
Roma 
engraving, framed and glazed overall 63cm x 
85cm 
together with two other 18th century engravings, 
Sepolero Di Cecilia Metella, framed and glazed 
54cm x 72cm and Voyer Di Paulmy D'Argenson, 
framed and glazed 50.5cm x 66.5cm 
£100-200

747 After Charles Brooking (c.1723-1759) 
'A View of the Prince Frederick Privateer with 
the King George engaging the Gloriosa October 
8th 1748 which ship was next day taken by His 
Majesties ship the Russell in company with the 
Privateers off Cape St. Vincent' 
hand-coloured engraving 
33cm x 45cm, framed and glazed 51.5cm x 
63cm 
£20-50

748 After Cecil Alden 
Three coloured prints 'The Blackmore Veil, Near 
Rodgrove' framed and glazed 35cm x 49cm and 
two of The Fitzwilliam, 30.5cm x 46cm 
£20-50

749 Masonic Interest - Late 19th / early 20th century 
British School 
A pair of Masonic tracing pictures decorated with 
Masonic motifs 
oils on canvas 
approximately 44cm x 24cm, both in black 
painted wooden frames. 
£200-400

750 Two Japanese mother of pearl inlaid lacquered 
circular wall plaques, depicting figures walking in 
a coastal landscape, overall 39cm diameter. 
£20-50

751 A composite gilt framed Rococo style wall 
mirror, 66cm x 49cm. 
£10-30

752 An early 20th century Arts & Crafts copper wall 
mirror, the frame embossed with acorns and 
foliage, with brass studded detail enclosing a 
bevelled rectangular mirror plate, 57cm high x 
48cm wide, together with an early 20th century 
brass framed circular bevelled wall mirror, 53cm 
diameter. 
£40-80

753 An early 20th century Arts & Crafts pewter 
framed wall mirror, the frame embossed with 
butterfly and stylised tulips set with a blue 
Ruskin type roundel (damaged), enclosing a 
rectangular bevelled mirror plate, 42cm x 53cm. 
£40-80

754 19th century School 
Portrait of an elderly gentleman reading from a 
book 
oil on panel 
15.5cm x 12.5cm, framed 30.5cm x 27cm. 
£50-100

755 An early 20th century rectangular bevelled wall 
mirror, the frame carved with flowers and 
foliage, 102cm x 60.5cm. 
£20-50

756 A late 19th / early 20th century gilt framed oval 
bevelled wall mirror, 84.5cm x 60cm. 
£40-80

757 A mid-century mahogany framed rectangular 
bevelled wall mirror, 115cm x 54cm. 
£20-50

758 An Edwardian mahogany mirror-back display 
cabinet, 142cm x 205cm high. 
£70-150

759 Nine assorted decorative pictures and prints to 
include a pair of etchings after William Douglas 
MaCleod. 
£30-70

760 A group of five decorative pictures to include a 
pair of watercolours, Highland scenes; print of a 
landscape; print of snipe shooting and horse 
print. 
£20-50

761 Eight assorted laminated coloured glass wall 
appliques, 20th century, to include a pair of 
black, green and clear pendants, 90cm x 53cm; 
a pair of clear, green and orange urn-shaped 
appliques, 92cm x 69cm; a pair of Chinese 
lantern style appliques, 64cm x 55cm, and a pair 
of rounded rectangular appliques with 
rectangular black details, 81cm x 28cm. 
£250-500

762 An Edwardian mahogany mirror-back sideboard, 
182.5cm wide x 177cm high. 
£50-100

763 A Victorian mahogany mirror-back sideboard, 
the crest inscribed 'Perrit Qui Male Facit', 120cm 
wide x 259cm high. 
£100-200
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764 A mid-18th century French Provincial 
cherrywood bombe commode, the rectangular 
top with serpentine front edge above two deep 
drawers with applied gilt metal mounts and drop 
handles, raised on four shaped square section 
supports with scroll carved detail, 120cm wide x 
86cm high x 61.5cm deep. 
£400-600

765 An Edwardian marble top washstand, 122cm 
wide. 
£20-50

766 Seven assorted signed McIntosh Patrick prints, 
the largest being 'Knapp Mill', signed and with 
blind stamp, framed and glazed 79cm x 95.5cm. 
£70-150

767 A reproduction mahogany breakfront bookcase, 
with moulded cornice over four glazed cupboard 
doors, opening to fitted interiors with adjustable 
shelves, on a base fitted with a pair of cupboard 
doors flanked by three drawers and brush-slide 
on each side, 156cm wide x 183cm high. 
£100-200

768 A Continental oak Art Deco style mirror-back 
marble top sideboard, 110cm wide x 223cm 
high. 
£50-100

769 Two dressing table mirrors, one with rectangular 
mirror plate, the other oval. 
£20-50

770 An Edwardian walnut dressing chest with two 
hinged mirror plates, two glazed cupboard 
doors, the base with two short drawers over a 
long drawer, the main mirror associated and not 
hanging, 114cm wide. 
£50-100

771 A mahogany dressing table, the main mirror 
associated and not hanging, 119cm wide. 
£50-100

772 A stained wood table top chest of eighteen small 
drawers, raised on four bracket feet, 32.5cm 
high, 65cm wide, 29.5cm depth. 
£20-50

773 A pine open bookcase, 134cm wide x 174cm 
high. 
£50-100

774 A vintage Bang & Olufsen Beomaster 6500 HiFi 
system, comprising CD player unit, cassette 
player unit, amplifier units and control units, a 
pair of pentagonal shaped speakers TYPE:6611
 and a Systemdek IIX turntable. 

Footnote: The vendor advises that the master 
control panel volume is not in working order. 
£70-150

775 An early 20th century mahogany bowfront 
mirror-back sideboard, 151cm wide. 
£20-50

776 A John Lewis burr walnut extending pedestal 
dining table and four upholstered dining chairs. 
£70-150

777 A Chinese darkwood jardiniere stand, Qing 
Dynasty, with shaped circular top and mottled 
red and white marble insert, 62cm high x 35cm 
diameter. 
£50-100

778 A Chinese darkwood jardiniere stand, Qing 
Dynasty, the square top with mottled red and 
white marble insert, 46cm high x 28cm square. 
£50-100

779 A Chinese darkwood jardiniere stand, the 
circular top with mottled red and white marble 
insert, 38cm high x 37cm diameter. 
£50-100

780 An early 20th century brass rise and fall 
standard lamp with lotus shaped shade, 
extended height 186cm. 
£40-80

781 A Victorian mahogany snap-top pedestal supper 
table, 120cm diameter x 70cm high. 
£50-100

782 A large decorative copper wall plaque of circular 
form with rivetted detail, 90cm diameter. 
£40-80

783 A nest of three mahogany occasional tables, 
together with an early 20th century walnut 
mirror-back dressing chest. 
£20-50

784 A group of furniture to include reproduction two 
door side cabinet, mahogany open bookcase, 
reproduction three drawer chest, standard lamp 
and shade, wool upholstered dressing table 
stool, Edwardian piano stool, baize lined folding 
card table, walnut circular low occasional table 
and three Edwardian side chairs. 
£50-100
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785 A late 19th century oak pedestal desk, the 
rectangular top with a moulded edge over a 
central frieze drawer and two small drawers, 
raised on three drawer pedestals, each with 
plinth base, 126cm wide x 79.5cm high x 81cm 
deep. 
£50-100

786 A set of four 19th century mahogany dining 
chairs with drop-in upholstered seats together 
with an antique mahogany drop-leaf dining 
table. 
£70-150

787 A pair of John Lewis burr walnut console/side 
tables each fitted with two frieze drawers, 91cm 
wide x 74 cm high x 43 cm deep. 
£50-100

788 An early 20th century mahogany jardinere stand, 
76cm high x 35 cm diameter. 
£20-50

789 A late 19th/early 20th century portable 
Harmonium by R.F.Stevens, Manufacturer 
established 1853, Kentish town, London. 
£40-80

790 A pair of John Lewis burr walnut mirror back 
bow front display cabinets, 62cm wide x 132cm 
high. 
£50-100

791 A Victorian oak brown leather upholstered club 
arm chair with studded detail. 
£100-200

792 A 19th century rosewood work table, 58.5 cm 
wide x 74cm high. 
£50-100

793 An Edwardian mahogany and satin wood 
banded red velvet upholstered sofa, 118cm wide 
together with a red velvet upholstered cabriole 
leg stool, 113cm wide. 
£40-80

794 A 19th century mahogany side table with single 
frieze drawer, 76cm wide. 
£20-50

795 Two wine crates, one for Mateus Rose, Porto, 
the other Douvres. 
£20-50

796 A group of furniture to include a satin wood and 
chequer banded Sutherland table, 69cm wide, a 
mahogany two door side cupboard, 100cm high 
x 46cm wide and a mahogany bow front corner 
cupboard with single door, 80cm wide x 81cm 
wide. 
£40-80

797 A model ship in glass display case 'Yallum', 80 
cm wide x 56cm high. 
£50-100

798 A Victorian walnut display cabinet, fitted with two 
glazed cupboard doors opening to a fitted 
interior with three velvet lined shelves, 123cm 
wide x 120cm high. 
£100-200

799 A vintage patchwork quilt. 
£40-80

800 A Chinese camphor wood blanket box, carved 
with panels of figures raised on four claw 
shaped feet, 101cm wide. 
£50-100

801 A copper pale with swing handle, overall height 
52cm high. 
£10-30

802 A brass stick stand, containing two umbrellas, a 
walking cane and a shoehorn. 
£20-50

803 A three light uplighter, a similar two light table 
lamp and a silvered metal table lamp and shade. 

£30-70
804 A 20th century mahogany and brass bound 

octagonal shaped celarette with lion mask and 
ring handles, the interior with lift out tray, 35cm 
diameter x 39.5cm high. 
£40-80

805 A Victorian mahogany parlour chair with red 
button down velvet upholstered back arms and 
stuff over seat. 
£50-100

806 A George III mahogany drop leaf table, together 
with four 19th century mahogany dining chairs. 
£70-150

807 A cast metal fire basket, with detached drawer 
below with loose ashpan. 41.5cm high x 52cm 
wide x 28cm deep. 
£30-70

808 A vintage canvas and leather trimmed golf bag 
containing assorted hickory shafted golf clubs, to 
include five various drivers and seven assorted 
irons. 
£100-200

809 A Chinese darkwood Kang table on four square 
section supports with inverted scroll detail, 
103cm wide. 
£50-100
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810 A 20th century darkwood coffee table with white 
metal rivet detail, 120cm wide. 
£40-80

811 A modern wood framed sofa, arm chair and 
matching rectangular footstool. 
£100-200

812 A Victorian oak club sofa with brown leather 
upholstered detail, raised on turned feet with 
later shepherds castors, 212cm wide. 
£70-150

813 After James Alder 
Three bird prints, one framed, two loose. 
£10-30

814 An artists case containing a paint palette. 
£10-30

815 A reproduction mahogany bow front corner 
cupboard. 
£20-50

816 A stained oak corner cupboard. 
£20-50

817 A 19th century mahogany two part corner 
cupboard, the upper section with astragal glazed 
doors opening to a fitted interior of two shelves 
above two cupboard doors below, 218cm high. 
£40-80

818 A collection of ten assorted decorative pictures 
and prints. 
£20-50

819 A mahogany corner wash stand/commode, fitted 
with one small drawer over a hinged cupboard 
section fronted with two false drawers, 71cm 
wide. 
£40-80

820 A collection of thirteen assorted decorative 
pictures and prints to include a limited edition 
print of a tiger after David Shepherd, signed, 
lower right and numbered 651/850, together with 
two signed limited edition McIntosh Patrick 
prints etc. 
£50-100

821 A 20th century stained oak side cabinet fitted 
with two frieze drawers over a cupboard door 
and three open shelves, 112.5cm wide. 
£30-70

822 A Victorian mahogany wall mirror of rectangular 
form with pierced surmount, 78 cm high x 55cm 
wide together with a mahogany table mirror with 
barley twist supports. 
£20-50

823 A Victorian oak mirror back hall stand, 99cm 
wide x 198cm high. 
£50-100

824 A late 19th / early 20th century brass rocking 
chair, with red button down velvet upholstered 
back and seat. 
£70-150

825 A vintage oak wall clock, the black and white 
roman numeral dial inscribed 'Newhaven USA', 
the glazed panel inscribed 'REGULATOR', 68cm 
long. 
£20-50

826 A 19th century mahogany and boxwood lined 
wheel barometer, Morrison Inverness, 94cm 
long. 
£20-50

827 A 19th century oak console table/sideboard, the 
upright back with open shelf over three frieze 
drawers, raised on tapered cylindrical supports 
with fluted detail, 213.5cm wide x 61.5cm deep x 
152cm overall height including top of gallery 
back. 
£100-200

828 A pine table top display cabinet fitted with two 
glazed covers, 184cm wide. 
£50-100

829 A vintage 'Viking travelling trunk', with wood and 
brass bound details, containing two vintage 
presses. 
£20-50

830 An Edwardian mahogany armchair with 
blue/green brocade upholstery, raised on 
tapered square supports with brass cups and 
brown ceramic castors. 
£50-100

831 An ercol darkwood dresser, the upright back 
with three open shelves on a base fitted with 
three frieze drawers and three cupboard doors 
below, 145cm wide x 191.5cm high. 
£70-150

832 A collection of furniture to include a black glass 
and chrome legged dining table, four beech 
kitchen chairs, a modern glass topped coffee 
table, a pink velvet upholstered side chair on 
scroll carved legs, a pine kitchen whatnot, a 
circular two tier occasional table and a black 
chest of two short over four long drawers. 
£50-100

833 A 19th century mahogany and boxwood lined 
corner washstand, fitted with one small drawer, 
59cm wide. 
£30-70
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834 An early 20th century walnut chest fitted with 
three long drawers, raised on splayed bracket 
feet, 71cm wide x 83cm high. 
£40-80

835 An antique childs highchair in the George III 
style, with drop in woven string seat, pull out 
safety bar and adjustable foot rest, 86cm high. 
£40-80

836 An early 20th century oak revolving square 
bookcase, 87cm high. 
£20-50

837 An early 20th century mahogany square 
revolving bookcase, 84cm high. 
£20-50

838 A reproduction mahogany inlaid square 
revolving bookcase, 79cm high. 
£20-50

839 A pine side cabinet fitted with single drawer and 
cupboard door below, 81cm wide x 91cm high. 
£20-50

840 A collection of nine assorted vintage coloured 
plastic photography developing trays, the largest 
56.5cm wide. 
£10-30

841 A reproduction mahogany revolving storage 
cabinet with distressed leather top over two 
cupboard doors, on turned column with 
downswept supports, brass paw feet and 
castors, 74.5cm high x 52cm diameter. 
£20-50

842 A Victorian walnut armchair with claret coloured 
velvet upholstered back, arms and seat. 
£50-100

843 A Victorian mahogany brown velvet upholstered 
slipper chair. 
£20-50

844 A set of three steel and brass fire irons, 
comprising poker, shovel and tongs, poker 72cm 
long. 
£40-80

845 Four assorted decorative pictures and prints, to 
include 'Four O' Scotch'. 
£10-30

846 An early 20th century stained oak fall front 
bureau, a reproduction mahogany three tiered 
whatnot and a stained beech rectangular 
occasional table. 
£20-50

847 A reproduction mahogany serpentine front chest 
of five drawers, 70.5cm wide x 106cm high. 
£30-70

848 A Victorian oak sideboard fitted with three frieze 
drawers and three cupboard doors below, 
152.5cm wide. 
£40-80

849 A pair of mahogany shield back bedroom chairs 
together with an Edwardian marquetry inlaid 
bedroom chair. 
£20-50

850 A pine kist, 98.5cm wide. 
£40-80

851 A modern black-painted metal fireside 
companion set suspending six assorted fire 
irons, 78cm high. 
£30-70

852 A Clarke Woodworker 10" compound mitresaw. 
£20-50

853 A reproduction mahogany bowfront chest on 
chest, the upper section fitted with three drawers 
on a base with brush-slide and three drawers, 
55cm wide x 136cm high. 
£20-50

854 A vintage dolls folding highchair, 64cm high. 
£20-50

855 A 20th century five sectional stacking bookcase 
with glazed sliding doors, 89cm wide x 171cm 
high. 
£40-80

856 Two stained oak table lamps and shades. 
£10-30

857 An Ercol blondewood three tier hostess trolley, 
71cm wide, together with a similar blondewood 
corner cupboard and a four door display cabinet. 

£70-150
858 A collection of eight framed pictures and prints 

to include John Hamilton Glass, Highland 
landscape, watercolour, signed, 33.5cm x 22cm; 
two signed McIntosh Patrick prints and three 
unframed sketches. 
£30-70

859 A vintage leather suitcase bearing initials 'I.H.', 
together with two other various suitcases and a 
wood and metal bound cabin trunk. 
£40-80

860 A pair of giltwood wall brackets with mirrored 
back plates and tied ribbon detail, 35cm wide x 
36cm high. 
£40-80
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861 An Edwardian mahogany and satinwood banded 
side cabinet with glazed fall-front over four 
shallow drawers, 52cm wide x 106cm high. 
£30-70

862 A pair of Victorian oak club armchairs with green 
velvet upholstered backs, arms and seat, raised 
on tapered cylindrical supports with brass cups 
and castors. 
£200-300

863 A modern mahogany and faux book circular 
shaped coffee table, the frieze with two pairs of 
cupboard doors raised on baluster turned 
supports with brass foot detail (one leg 
detached), 86cm diameter x 47cm high. 
£50-100

864 A late 19th century walnut octagonal window 
table on four reeded supports united by spindle 
filled X-shaped structure, 91cm diameter x 72cm 
high. 
£40-80

865 A vintage oak roll-top desk with serpentine 
tambour front, the lock plate inscribed 'Angus', 
83cm wide. 
£40-80

866 A Dutch walnut and ebonised spindle bucket 
with detachable brass liner raised on ball-
shaped feet, 49cm high x 37cm diameter. 
£50-100

867 A Moorish inspired rectangular stained wood 
stool, 72cm wide. 
£50-100

868 An early 20th century mahogany serving table 
fitted with single frieze drawer, 122cm wide. 
£40-80

869 A box of assorted decorative pictures and prints 
to include a faux fossil panel. 
£20-50

870 A pair of green-painted wicker conservatory / 
garden chairs. 
£20-50

871 A pair of mahogany and boxwood lined dining 
chairs. 
£10-30

872 A walnut and marquetry inlaid oval snap-top 
table (lacking pins), 118cm wide. 
£30-70

873 A set of six Victorian oak dining chairs with 
upholstered backs and seats with brass studded 
detail. 
£50-100

874 An antique Windsor armchair with bobbin turned 
detail, 109cm high. 
£100-200

875 An antique stained oak throne / hall chair, in the 
Jacobean style with claret coloured velvet 
upholstered back, arms and seat, 127cm high. 
£40-80

876 A 19th century mahogany reclining library 
armchair, the later upholstered back, arms and 
seat raised on gadrooned carved baluster 
supports with brass cups and castors, the front 
rail pulling out to reveal a footrest, resting on a 
baluster turned support and brass castors (one 
front leg detached). 
£50-100

877 A box of assorted decorative pictures and prints. 

£30-70
878 An early 20th century stained oak vestibule table 

with single drawer, spiral carved supports and 
two D-shaped umbrella / stick stands, together 
with an Edwardian mahogany and boxwood 
lined three tier folding cake stand. 
£40-80

879 A rosewood side cabinet with two open recesses 
and a cupboard door, 183cm wide. 
£50-100

880 A Victorian mahogany long rectangular stool on 
four turned supports with castors, 114cm wide x 
23cm high. 
£40-80

881 Four decorative prints to include Kate Spencer, 
Tiger I, framed and glazed 49.5cm x 45cm. 
£20-50

882 An early 20th century oak bookcase with two 
glazed doors and adjustable shelves within, 
104cm wide. 
£30-70

883 A mahogany octagonal shaped standard lamp. 
£10-30

884 A mahogany torchere and a mahogany standard 
lamp and shade. 
£20-50

885 A fireclay chimney pot, 71.5cm high x 29cm 
diameter. 
£20-50
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886 A composite stone garden planter, the 
rectangular planter moulded in relief with urn, 
fruit, flowers and scrolling foliage, raised on two 
rectangular fluted sections, 118cm wide x 79cm 
high x 37.5cm deep. 
£150-300

887 A composite stone garden planter, the 
rectangular planter moulded in relief with urn, 
fruit, flowers and scrolling foliage, raised on two 
rectangular fluted sections, 118cm wide x 79cm 
high x 37.5cm deep. 
£150-300

888 A composite stone garden planter, the 
rectangular planter moulded in relief with urn, 
fruit, flowers and scrolling foliage, raised on two 
rectangular fluted sections, 118cm wide x 79cm 
high x 37.5cm deep. 
£150-300

889 Two antique composite garden planters of 
rectangular form, 62cm wide and 59cm wide. 
£30-70

890 A late 19th century cast iron garden urn, of 
Campana form, decorated in relief with scrolling 
foliage, the handles with pairs of masked 
terminals, 77cm high x 57cm diameter. 
£200-300

891 Two antique lead bird baths, each set with a 
cherub and bird over a shell-shaped bowl, 
approximately 37cm long x 35cm wide. 
£40-80

892 A wooden garden bench, 139cm wide. 
£20-50

893 A wooden garden bench, 159cm wide. 
£20-50

894 A cast iron and wood garden bench, the ends 
cast with fruit and foliage, with white and green 
painted details, 132.5cm wide. 
£50-100

895 A white-painted cast metal garden table and 
three chairs, the table 81cm diameter. 
£40-80

896 A white-painted cast metal garden table and 
three chairs, the table 81cm diameter. 
£40-80

897 A pair of granite curling stones. 
£50-100

898 Three granite curling stones (lacking handles). 
£30-70

899 A Victorian style double brass bed, the 
headboard and footboard with turned finials and 
vertical spindle uprights, 205cm long x 136cm 
wide. 
£100-200

900 A 19th century French kingwood and gilt metal 
mounted escritoire, the mottled black, white and 
orange marble top above two frieze drawers and 
hinged fall-front opening to a fitted interior with 
open recess and four small drawers, over a pair 
of cupboard doors below, 92cm wide x 142cm 
high. 
£150-300

901 A late 19th century French Transitional style 
kingwood and gilt metal mounted commode, the 
mottled white and grey marble top over two 
small drawers and two long drawers, raised on 
tapered supports with applied sabots, 123cm 
wide x 91cm high x 55cm deep. 
£200-300

902 A pair of 19th century Italian Renaissance style 
stained wood, probably walnut, Sgabello hall 
chairs with figural carved and pierced foliate 
scroll detail to the concave backs, the 
rectangular seats with dished circular detail 
raised on figural mask and scroll carved centred 
with an oval armorial cartouche enclosing a 
mythical fish, 121cm high. 
£200-400

903 A mid-century stained wood armchair with blue 
upholstered button down back and loose 
cushion, on later Shepherds castors. 
£30-70

904 A vintage brown coloured cabin trunk with wood 
and brass bound detail. 
£20-50

905 Robert Heritage for Archie Shine, a rosewood 
sideboard and extending rosewood dining table, 
the sideboard fitted with a bank of four drawers 
with brass swan neck handles and a pair of 
sliding cupboard doors, each opening to an 
interior with single shelf, raised on four tapered 
square supports, 213cm long x 76.5cm high x 
45.5cm deep, the dining table enclosing one 
additional leaf forming an oval shaped top raised 
on two cylindrical columns and four splayed feet 
united by a X-stretcher, 246cm long extended x 
70cm high x 110cm wide. 
£400-600
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906 Three pieces of furniture to include a 
reproduction butlers tray coffee table; a white-
painted rectangular occasional table and the 
base from a corner cupboard. 
£20-50

907 A nest of three glass rectangular occasional 
tables with slightly green-tint, the largest 55cm 
wide x 41cm high. 
£40-80

908 An antique Dutch mahogany tea-bucket with 
boxwood line detail raised on three circular feet, 
complete with ceramic handled kettle and 
burner, tea-bucket 25.5cm high x 37cm 
diameter. 
£50-100

909 An Edwardian mahogany oval shaped 
occasional table on four foliate carved supports, 
78cm wide, together with an Edwardian 
mahogany square shaped occasional table, 
67cm high. 
£30-70

910 An Indian white marble malachite, mother of 
pearl and orange agate inlaid octagonal shaped 
occasional table, the base with pierced mirhab 
shaped panels, 46cm diameter x 48cm high. 
£50-100

911 A pair of seats fashioned from whisky barrels 
with detachable leatherette covered seats, 42cm 
high. 
£50-100

912 A pair of 20th century brown leather upholstered 
armchairs, the curved backs with pleated brown 
leather and loose cushion seats with brass 
studded details on scroll carved cabriole 
supports with claw and ball feet, 98cm high x 
79cm wide. 
£200-400

913 A George III mahogany wing armchair with floral 
upholstered back, arms and loose cushion seat, 
raised on tapered square supports resting on 
brass castors, united by an H-shaped stretcher, 
119cm high. 
£150-300

914 An Ikea armchair on blondewood supports, 
together with a beechwood side chair with rush 
panel back and seat. 
£20-50

915 A George III oak coffer, the triple panel hinged 
cover over a triple panel front carved with three 
stylised flowers, raised on rectangular section 
supports, 121cm wide x 60cm high x 53cm 
deep. 
£50-100

916 A 20th century dining room suite comprising 
sideboard, refectory table, and six spindle back 
side chairs. 
£70-150

917 Two antique violins, both in hardwood cases, 
one with a single bow, the other with two bows. 
£50-100

918 A collection of twelve assorted decorative 
pictures and prints. 
£20-50

919 A teak rectangular storage box with rope twist 
handles, 76cm wide. 
£20-50

920 An anique mahogany and boxwood lined 
bowfront commode with two cupboard doors, 
59cm wide. 
£20-50

921 A 19th century walnut and parquetry inlaid 
pedestal games table, the shaped oval top 
centred with a chequer board, raised on a fluted 
column with three downswept supports, 57cm 
wide x 77cm high. 
£40-80

922 A group of furniture to include a late Victorian 
walnut and marquetry inlaid davenport; an early 
20th century walnut fall-front bureau; a 
mahogany sewing table and a reproduction 
mahogany drop-leaf sofa table. 
£50-100

923 A large mid-century open bookcase formed in 
two sections, with moulded cornice and fluted 
vertical detail with ten adjustable shelves, 
310cm wide x 219cm high x 34cm deep. 
£100-200

924 A Victorian three-fold scrap decorated draft 
screen together with a four-fold draft screen of 
later manufacture. 
£40-80

925 A George III Provincial brander back elbow 
chair. 
£20-50

926 A late 19th century mahogany davenport, the 
upright back with pierced brass gallery. 
£50-100
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927 A group of furniture to include a reproduction 
side cabinet with two frieze drawers over two 
cupboard doors below; a reproduction corner 
cabinet with glazed door over panel door below 
and a standard lamp and shade. 
£40-80

928 A reproduction mahogany serpentine sideboard, 
centred with a bank of four drawers flanked by 
cupboard doors either side. 
£20-50

929 A Chinese pierced brass dragon form table lamp 
and shade; an antler horn table lamp and shade; 
black and gilt metal table lamp and shade; and a 
pair of decorative facetted table lamps and 
shades. 
£30-70

930 A 19th century mahogany and rosewood 
bagatelle table, the hinged rectangular top 
opening to a baize lined interior on pierced 
trestle ends united by a turned stretcher, 
102.5cm long. 
£150-300

931 An early 20th century mahogany fall-front 
bureau fitted with three drawers, 76cm wide. 
£20-50

932 A Victorian oak chaise longue with green 
upholstered back, arm and seat, with brass 
studded details. 
£40-80

933 A pair of decorative cushions with tassel details. 
£20-50

934 A stained wood hall bench with slatted back and 
seat on turned supports, 100cm wide. 
£50-100

935 A box of assorted decorative pictures and prints. 

£30-70
936 A Victorian walnut and marquetry inlaid oval 

table (distressed) 95cm wide. 
£20-50

937 A pair of Edwardian mahogany upholstered 
armchairs. 
£50-100

938 A Chinese camphor wood blanket box, carved in 
relief with figures and pine trees, 104cm wide. 
£50-100

939 A group of twelve assorted decorative pictures 
and prints. 
£30-70

940 A late Victorian oak side cabinet fitted with one 
small drawer, two foliate carved cupboard doors 
and four open shelves, 122cm wide x 122.5cm 
high. 
£50-100

941 A 19th century mahogany hat, coat and stick 
stand, the turned central column with nine 
concave hangers, on a concave platform base 
with four ball feet, 209cm high. 
£120-180

942 An early 20th century walnut display cabinet in 
the Art Deco style, with two glazed cupboard 
doors and lyre shaped motif, 115cm wide x 
127cm high. 
£30-70

943 A group of furniture to include a pine three 
drawer chest; mahogany side table with open 
recess and single drawer; and a small pine 
cabriole leg stool. 
£30-70

944 A 19th century French boulle-work table by 
Tahan, Paris, the serpentine rectangular top 
opening to reveal a mirrored underside, lift-out 
tray and drawer over a pull-out well below, 
raised on four cabriole supports, the lock plate 
bearing makers name, 63cm wide x 72cm high x 
44cm deep. 
£100-200

945 A 19th century mahogany longcase clock case 
only, 223cm high. 
£40-80

946 A vintage oak grandmother clock, brass dial and 
silvered chapter ring with chime silent feature, 
170.5cm high. 
£40-80

947 A vintage 'Old Charm' dining room suite 
comprising sideboard, extending dining table 
and six dining chairs comprising two elbow 
chairs and four side chairs. 
£100-200

948 A vintage needlework upholstered fire screen, 
together with a needlework upholstered circular 
fire screen come occasional table. 
£10-30

949 An antique stained pine crib, 91cm long x 64cm 
high. 
£40-80

950 A contemporary high-back upholstered feature 
chair on chrome pronged supports with upright 
tapered rectangular back, circular seat and 
single arm, 181cm high. 
£30-70
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951 A 19th century rosewood three tier serpentine 
whatnot, 56cm wide x 90cm high. 
£50-100

952 An antique mahogany waterfall bookcase, the 
upright back with three open shelves on a base 
fitted with a panel cupboard door, 78cm wide x 
193cm high. 
£50-100

953 A French carved and stained wood easel with 
shell scroll and foliate carved details, 158cm 
high. 
£40-80

954 An Edwardian mahogany and marquetry inlaid 
bijouterie table with bevelled glass top and 
sides, 62cm wide x 77.5cm high x 42cm deep. 
£70-150

955 A 19th century mahogany drop-leaf pedestal 
table, the rectangular top above a single end 
drawer, raised on turned column and four 
downswept legs with brass caps and castors, 
101cm wide. 
£50-100

956 A vintage wood, leather and metal bound dome 
top trunk, 71cm wide. 
£30-70

957 A Chinese carved wood blanket box, decorated 
in shallow relief with figures, palm trees, 
pavilions and fruit, 100cm wide, together with a 
similar coffee table on four concave supports, 
114cm wide. 
£50-100

958 A late 19th / early 20th century mahogany pot 
cupboard of small size, with single cupboard 
door, 35.5cm wide x 53cm high. 
£20-50

959 A mahogany and clear glass table-top display 
cabinet, fitted with two hinged flaps, 212cm long 
x 60cm deep x 20cm high. 
£50-100

960 A contemporary rectangular wall mirror, the 
central bevelled mirror plate surrounded by 
shaped mirror panels, 180cm high x 90cm wide. 
£50-100

961 A stained wood wall mirror enclosing a 
rectangular bevelled mirror plate, the frieze with 
lozenge and stylised flower roundel, 135.5cm 
high x 85cm wide. 
£40-80

962 Werner, a tall set of safety ladders. 
£40-80

963 A pine sideboard fitted with a bank of four 
drawers and two glazed cupboard doors, 141cm 
wide. 
£20-50

964 Three pieces of Wood Bros Furniture Ltd, 
comprising a Hatfield bookcase, 153cm high; a 
CD storage unit, 94cm high and a nest of three 
tables, the tallest 53cm high, all in the 'Old 
Charm' taste. 
£40-80

965 A modern pewter Sahara mirror, 124cm x 80cm, 
together with a modern pine rectangular wall 
mirror. 
£10-30

966 A Georgian mahogany corner cupboard with 
astragal glazed door opening to three fitted 
shelves, 109cm high. 
£40-80

967 A Georgian mahogany hanging corner cupboard 
with astragal glazed door, opening to two 
shelves, 110cm high. 
£20-50

968 A vintage mahogany glazed display cabinet, the 
glazed double doors opening to an interior with 
mirror back and two glass shelves, 118cm high. 
£30-70

969 A group of eight assorted Georgian dining chairs 
/ side chairs. 
£50-100

970 Militaria interest - A Bureau of Naval Weapons 
Department Of The Navy flag centred with the 
BuWeps crest, circa 1960's 
£20-50

971 A 19th century walnut bedside locker, 80cm 
high. 
£40-80

972 A 19th century French walnut fold-over tea table, 
74cm high closed. 
£80-120

973 Four early 20th century oak inlaid dining chairs 
with drop-in seat cushions. 
£30-70

974 An Ikea desk with raised adjustable shelf, 
160cm wide x 80cm deep, together with two 
Ikea Henriksdal bar stools. 
£20-50
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975 A Persian Mashad carpet, 20th century, the 
rectangular magenta ground centred with a blue 
lozenge shaped medallion worked all-over with 
flowers and serrated foliage within a dark blue 
ground border of repeating floral palmettes, 
408cm x 301cm. 
£400-600

976 A Persian Isfahan carpet, 20th century, the 
rectangular blue ground field decorated with all-
over design of flowers and scrolling within a 
corresponding blue ground border, 399cm x 
264cm. 
£600-800

977 A Persian rug, 20th century, the rectangular 
madder ground centered with a blue ground oval 
medallion, surrounded by four stylised flower 
heads within a meandering foliate scroll border 
(cut in half and repaired) 300cm long including 
fringe x 161cm. 
£50-100

978 A Persian long rug, 20th century, the rectangular 
madder ground centred with a large lozenge 
shaped medallion enclosing stylised foliate 
motifs within an ivory-coloured border of stylised 
flowers, 163cm x 333cm. 
£125-250

979 A Turkish long rug, 20th century, the rectangular 
abrashed madder ground centred with a large 
oval medallion enclosing stylised flowers, 
enclosed by blue ground spandrels, within a 
burnt earth ground border decorated with 
colourful flowers, 120cm x 250cm. 
£100-150

980 A Persian rug, 20th century, the rectangular cafe 
au lait coloured ground centred with a blue floral 
medallion within red and blue borders of stylised 
foliate motifs, 298cm long including fringe x 
153cm. 
£70-150

981 A Persian rug, 20th century, the rectangular field 
centered with three blue ground lozenge shaped 
medallions within multiple borders of stylised 
foliate motifs, 256cm long including fringe x 
164cm. 
£50-100

982 A north-west Persian long rug, 20th century, the 
rectangular field centred with a row of six 
lozenge shaped medallions worked in blue and 
madder coloured threads on an ivory-coloured 
ground surrounded by corresponding lozenge 
shaped medallions on a burnt earth ground, 
within an ivory ground border of stylised scrolling 
flower heads, 398cm x 113cm. 
£250-500

983 An Afghan Kazak rug, 20th century, the 
rectangular madder ground centred with a large 
blue ground lozenge enclosing flowers within an 
ivory ground border of stylised flowers, 154cm x 
213cm. 
£50-100

984 A Persian rug, 20th century, the ivory coloured 
rectangular ground centred with a pink floral 
medallion flanked by blue ground floral 
medallions within repeating border of stylised 
foliate motifs, 200cm long including fringe x 
141cm. 
£50-100

985 An Iranian madder ground rug, the rectangular 
field decorated with all over design of octagonal 
gulls within repeating border with foliate motifs, 
size including fringe 215 cm x 104cm. 
£50-100

986 An Indian silk rug, 20th century, the rectangular 
ground decorated with nine mihrab shaped 
panels each enclosing stylised flowers and 
foliage, within a panelled border of 
corresponding motifs, 127cm x 193cm. 
£75-150

987 A Moroccan rug, 20th century, the rectangular 
field centred with a red ground octagonal 
shaped medallion flanked by two blue ground 
octagonal shaped medallions within multiple 
borders of stylised foliate motifs, 160cm x 83cm. 

£30-70
988 A Turkish rug, 20th century, the rectangular 

madder ground centred with a blue ground 
lozenge enclosing an ivory ground hexagonal 
medallion within an ochre ground border of 
stylised flowers, 109cm x 174cm. 
£75-150

989 A Kelim rug, 20th century, the rectangular blue 
ground centred with a row of three lozenge 
shaped medallions within a white ground border 
of stylised foliate motifs, 106cm x 222cm. 
£50-100
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990 A small Persian rug/ mat, 20th century, the 
madder ground centred with an ochre-coloured 
medallion within a burnt orange border of 
stylised flowers and foliage, 49cm x 126cm. 
£25-50

991 A small Persian mat, the ivory ground decorated 
with stylised flower motifs in a madder and blue 
ground border, 66cm long including fringe x 
38cm. 
£30-70

992 A Persian rug, mid 20th century, the rectangular 
blue ground decorated with six rectangular 
shaped medallions within meandering border, 
overall length including fringe 170cm x 94cm. 
£50-100

993 A Persian rug, 20th century, the madder ground 
decorated with six rectangular shaped 
medallions enclosing octagonal shaped gulls 
within meandering foliate border, 202cm long 
including fringe x 131cm. 
£40-80

994 A Persian rug, 20th century, the blue ground 
decorated in white madder and ochre coloured 
threads with urns issuing flowers within a border 
of stylised foliate motifs, 206cm long including 
fringe x 107cm. 
£50-100

995 A Persian long rug, 20th century, the charcoal 
coloured ground centred with an ivory medallion 
and two madder medallions, within a madder 
ground border of repeating foliate motifs, 293cm 
long x 127cm. 
£50-100

996 A Persian Tekke rug, the rectangular madder 
ground centred with two rows of twenty 
octagonal shaped gulls within multiple repeating 
borders, 194cm x 133cm. 
£50-100

997 A Persian runner, 20th century, the madder 
ground centred with an ivory coloured floral 
medallion surrounded by stylised flowers within 
an ivory ground border of repeating foliate 
motifs, 293cm x 83cm. 
£70-150

998 A Persian rug, Ghoochan, the rectangular 
madder field decorated with two rows of six 
octagonal shaped gulls, centred with stylised 
floral motifs within an ivory-coloured border of 
stylised flower heads, 208cm x 115cm. 
£100-200
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